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Abstract 

With the prominent and life-threatening issue of sudden cardiac arrest (SCA), the demands for increased 

accessibility and effectiveness of AEDs continue to rise. Timely access to automated external defibrillators 

(AEDs) can vastly increase the chances of survival for someone who suffers an SCA. As we acknowledge 

the importance of AEDs, there is also a vested interest in improving the portability of defibrillators. 

Historically, they have been bulky and cumbersome to transport efficiently, particularly in non-traditional 

settings. The first step towards achieving this goal is reducing the patient’s transthoracic impedance (TI), 

which serves as a barrier preventing the optimal delivery of shock energy. One promising avenue involves 

advancing microneedle (MN) electrodes to tackle the electrode-skin barrier, a key element of TI that can 

be externally mitigated. The purpose of this study was to assess the feasibility and effectiveness of MN 

based AED electrodes through a functional proof of concept.  

An iterative design and experimentation approach was used to evaluate various electrode prototypes. A 

circuit for measuring interelectrode resistance was created to mimic the functionality of an operational 

AED, providing quantitative assessment of the resistance at the electrode-skin interface. Test specimens 

comprised of a multitude of animal skin samples, with a gradual transition to human cadaver mediums. The 

final pad iteration consisted of 8 arrays of microneedles, fabricated using bulk micromachining, and affixed 

to a flexible 3D-printed TPU base. Each cluster was made of gold-coated silicon, featuring 25 needles per 

cluster and a needle height of 0.7mm, resulting in a total conductive area of 13.52 cm2. Due to resource 

constraints, it was not feasible to manufacture an MN pad of equivalent size, which would have been eight 

times larger. Therefore, an extrapolated experimental approach was employed, where the performance of 

the 8 microneedle clusters was evaluated, and the behavior of the cluster numbers equivalent to the AED 

pad was inferred. In a direct pad comparison, the results indicated an average 20% reduction in human 

transthoracic skin resistance for a single MN pad. With increased efficiency, it was conjectured that the 

performance of an AED could be proportionally downscaled by 35%, resulting in the reduction in size and 

weight of all major components. Preliminary biocompatibility and safety evaluations concluded that the 

MN electrodes are safe and have the potential to improve safety compared to conventional methods. In the 

end, the advancement of AED microneedle electrodes makes a substantial impact in the field by further 

optimizing the effectiveness of AED defibrillation, improving portability, and consequently enhancing 

patient outcomes by raising the survival rate of sudden cardiac arrest.  
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Chapter 1 

1. Introduction 

1.1. Project Motivation 

In emergency medical care, defibrillators play a pivotal role in restoring the heart to a regular, healthy 

rhythm during critical cardiac events stemming from heart conditions such as arrythmia and other heart 

abnormalities. Despite advancements in technology, the effectiveness and accessibility of these life-saving 

devices can be significantly compromised by their limited portability. The traditional bulky design of 

Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs), coupled with the cumbersome nature of large electrode pads, 

presents substantial challenges in swiftly deploying these devices in critical situations, particularly in non-

traditional settings such as homes, public spaces, and remote areas without access to direct medical care. 

On average, an AED weights between 2.5 – 7 pounds and ranges from 92 – 570 cubic inches in volume [1]. 

As a comparison, this would be equivalent to carrying a 17-inch laptop which can be demanding for most. 

In terms of retail cost, an AED can range between $1,200 to upwards of $3,000 [2]. 

A sudden cardiac arrest (SCA) is one of the most prominent and life-threatening forms of cardiac 

events, which typically requires immediate defibrillation and cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR). 

According to the SCA foundation, SCA causes 356,000 deaths in the US annually making it the third 

leading cause of death [3]. SCA occurs when the heart suddenly stops beating, leading to the stoppage of 

blood flow within the body [4]. As this occurs, the person will lose consciousness and can die within 

minutes if blood and oxygen are not restored to the brain, among other major organs. As the vast majority 

(69.8%) of SCA’s occur at home, with timely access to an AED, this can significantly improve their chances 

of survival [3]. Recognizing the critical importance of rapid defibrillation in improving patient outcomes, 

there is a growing imperative to enhance the portability of defibrillators through innovative advancements. 

In this context, one promising avenue lies in the development of improved electrode pads that not only 

facilitate easier deployment but also optimize the efficacy of defibrillation interventions. The primary 

challenge in reducing overall weight, the majority being the battery and electronics, is the transthoracic 

impedance of the human body. Despite a high degree of shock energy delivered from the AED, only a small 

part of that energy is delivered to the heart muscles, with the bulk of it scattered across the skin [5].  

This thesis aims to explore the need for enhancing the portability of AEDs by integrating advanced 

microneedle-based electrode pads. Studies on electrode microneedle technology in other applications have 

indicated positive relevancy for AEDs, with the goal of improving the electrode-body interface. By tackling 
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this aspect, it facilitates a reduction in size and specifications of critical components such as the battery, 

capacitors, transformer, and housing, thereby enhancing portability. Moreover, this thesis seeks to 

contribute to the ongoing discourse regarding the optimization of defibrillator technology, including 

enhanced control and optimal delivery of energy, to facilitate broader and more effective use across various 

cardiac emergency situations.  

1.2. Objectives 

The primary objective of this study was to assess the viability and investigate the application of a 

microneedle-based electrode pad design for AEDs. Specifically, the objectives were as follows: 

1. Design and develop a proof-of-concept microneedle pad design that is compact, user-friendly, and 

is compatible with AED devices, towards ease of integration if put into production.  

2. Investigate the effects of this pad through experimental testing pertaining to advantages or 

disadvantages over a conventional AED pad. The experiment should emulate the behavior of an 

operational AED, with data presented regarding the effectiveness of microneedle electrodes in 

reducing the transthoracic skin impedance barrier.  

3. Estimate and put into perspective through quantitative and qualitative means, what degree of 

potential benefit or drawback a microneedle AED pad would provide.  

1.3. Thesis Overview 

This thesis is organized into five chapters. Chapter 1 (Introduction) describes the motivation and relevant 

issue upon which this research is conducted and provides an overview of the objectives of this study. 

Chapter 2 (Literature review) covers the background of AEDs, current and state of art in terms of AED pad 

technology, microneedle technology, and previous studies based on microneedle pad development. Chapter 

3 (Iterative Design of Microneedle Pads) presents the main experimental methodology and the five main 

iterative microneedle pad designs developed for this study. Under each design, the design process, variation 

of the experimental methodology, its quantitative and qualitative results, as well as justification on 

consequent pad design choices will be explored. Chapter 4 (Discussion) investigates the results of the 

current research, providing comparative context to a conventional AED pad. Additionally, this study will 

be compared with previous literature, identifying novel findings, and discussing potential contributions. 

Lastly, Chapter 5 (Conclusion) will present a brief conclusion for this study, its key limitations and gaps, 

and recommendations for future work.  
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Chapter 2 

2. Literature Review 

2.1. AED Background 

Automated External Defibrillators (AEDs) have revolutionized the management of sudden cardiac arrests 

(SCA) by enabling timely intervention in non-medical, public settings. The current survival rate of patients 

who suffer from SCA is very low, approximately 25% in a hospital setting and 10 – 12% out of hospital 

[6]. The survival rate drops by about 10% every minute treatment is not delivered, with SCA being fatal if 

it lasts longer than 8 minutes [7]. Multiple studies have demonstrated the effectiveness of AEDs in 

improving survival rates from SCA [8], [9], [10]. The American Heart Association (AHA) reports that when 

bystanders use AEDs to deliver shocks within the first few minutes of SCA onset, the chance of survival 

can double (50%) or even triple (75%) [8]. For the purpose of increasing awareness and facilitating training, 

AED training equipment has been developed to simulate various usage scenarios, as depicted in Figure 1 

below. By providing individuals with the necessary knowledge and skills to respond effectively to SCA 

emergencies and instilling confidence, this facilitates faster response times and heightens awareness of the 

importance of early intervention. Furthermore, AED deployment in public locations such as airports, 

schools, sports facilities, and workplaces have been associated with higher survival rates compared to 

reliance solely on emergency medical services [8].  

 

Figure 1 – AED training equipment [11] 
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The AED is a medical device that first analyzes a patient’s electrocardiogram (ECG), the measure 

of electrical activity in the heart in order to establish whether the patient is suffering from SCA. Following 

SCA confirmation and properly identifying a shockable ECG rhythm, the AED will deliver an electrical 

shock through the chest in an attempt to restart the heart. Among the different types of abnormal heart 

rhythm, there are two types of shockable rhythm being ventricular tachycardia (VT) and ventricular 

fibrillation (VF) [12], [13]. Non-shockable rhythms include supraventricular tachycardia (SVT), atrial 

fibrillation (AF), premature ventricular contraction (PVC), sinus rhythm (SR), and so on [12], [13]. VT is 

marked by a rapid and consistent heartbeat, prompting the heart's ventricles to contract faster than usual, 

typically without significant interruptions in blood flow [13]. If VT is stable, meaning the patient has a 

pulse and is fully conscious, treatment may consist of medications to slow the heart rate or allow the rhythm 

to self-correct [14]. Alternatively, if VT leads to no discernible pulse and the patient loses consciousness, 

immediate defibrillation will be required to restore a normal heart rhythm. Pulseless VT can also escalate 

to more severe conditions like VF if treatment is not quickly administered within the first few minutes [14]. 

VF is characterized by a rapid, irregular heartbeat which also originates in the ventricles [13]. In contrast, 

this condition results in an immediate loss of pulse, loss of consciousness, and cardiac arrest, necessitating 

immediate defibrillation [15]. 

Most modern AEDs utilize direct current (DC) in the form of a biphasic waveform, where the 

direction of the current flow reverses during each phase of the shock to deliver the shock energy [16]. The 

energy delivered typically ranges from 120 to 200 joules for biphasic waveforms with an upper limit of 400 

J and currents ranging from 20 to 40 amperes with a limit of 50 A, depending on the AED and the patient’s 

condition [17], [18]. A typical AED will deliver a shock for 3 (0.003s) to 9 (0.009s) milliseconds with an 

average resuscitation requiring 2 – 3 shocks [19]. The number of shocks required for resuscitation can vary 

depending on several factors, including the underlying rhythm causing arrest such as ventricular fibrillation 

(type of arrhythmia), response to initial shocks, the distinct AED algorithm tailored by each AED 

manufacturer, and other medical protocols [20]. Although the voltage stored for defibrillation in an AED 

ranges from 2000 to 5000 volts via the capacitor, the actual voltage delivered to the heart is between 200 

to 1000 volts based on the energy level selected by the AED [21]. The relationship between these electrical 

characteristics is expressed as follows: 

𝐸𝑛𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑦 (𝐽𝑜𝑢𝑙𝑒𝑠) = 𝑃𝑜𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑎𝑙 (𝑉𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠)  ×  𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 (𝐴𝑚𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑠)  × 𝑇𝑖𝑚𝑒 (𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠)  
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Despite their effectiveness, transthoracic impedance (TI), which refers to the resistance encountered 

by an electric current as it passes through the chest wall and skin to the heart, can drastically hinder their 

efficiency [5]. According to a study by Charbonier, the TI of a human ranged between 35 – 125 ohms, at a 

defibrillator discharge energy of (200 – 360 J) using typical electrodes, for the 95% of the 300 evaluated 

patients in the study [17]. Contemporary AEDs estimate a patient’s TI impedance prior to shocking, but 

often 75 ohms is chosen as the median value for shock energy estimation [5]. With higher transthoracic 

impedance, this can result in a large portion of the electrical energy being dissipated as heat, requiring 

higher shock energy levels and a multitude of shocks for a successful defibrillation. As a consequence, 

localized mild to severe skin burns are a common occurrence as a result of defibrillation [22].    

 External factors influencing the transthoracic impedance (TI) include skin thickness, moisture 

content, presence of hair, and the skin contact quality of the defibrillation electrodes [23]. Internally, TI 

may be comprised of elements including chest wall thickness, presence of fluids, and other tissues between 

the electrode pads and the heart [23]. Optimizing TI is crucial for effective defibrillation. Although existing 

techniques such as ensuring proper pad placement, adequate skin preparation such as shaving or cleaning 

the skin and using conductive gel (if required) can help reduce TI, further optimization is possible. Skin 

impedance (SI), the measure of the skin’s ability to conduct electricity, is one of many critical components 

affecting the efficacy of defibrillation. Although the aforementioned techniques aim to limit moisture 

content and surface contamination to improve skin impedance, other factors such as skin thickness, 

temperature, and condition, are not factors which can normally be controlled.  

While the contributions of SI to TI varies from person-to-person, with no definitive estimate as a 

whole, literature has demonstrated that it is the major contributor for transthoracic impedance and a factor 

which can be further optimized, unlike all other internal aspects [24]. In a study performed to evaluate the 

contribution of skin impedance to TI during external defibrillation in correlation with external paddle force 

and lung volume changes, there was an observed reduction in TI where 84% of that reduction was a result 

of improved electrode-skin contact and 16% was the change in lung volume [25]. Based on the project 

motivation, the goal is to break the skin impedance barrier to bypass this critical contributor of TI. Through 

the use of an innovative advancement in defibrillator pad technology, the intent would be to further increase 

the efficacy of the electrode-skin contact and bypass a large percentage of the skin impedance, lowering 

the transthoracic impedance. 
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2.2. Human Skin Characteristics 

To understand the skin impedance and to evaluate a criterion of the project, the composition of the skin 

must first be explored. The skin is the largest organ in the body and is comprised of three main layers, the 

epidermis, dermis, and hypodermis, as shown below in Figure 2 [26]. The epidermis is the outermost layer 

of the skin, primarily composed of cells called keratinocytes and acts as a protective shell to the tissues 

below. As these cells are tightly packed, they have a relatively high resistance to electrical current flow 

[27]. The stratum corneum, the outermost and majority layer of the epidermis, consists of dead 

keratinocytes also known as callused skin, which further contributes to its electrical resistive properties 

along with the lack of moisture in the epidermis [28]. The dermis is connected to the epidermis at the next 

level of the membrane, which provides skin with its strength and elasticity [26]. This layer is comprised of 

various structures such as blood vessels, nerves, hair follicles, and sweat glands intertwined in a matrix of 

connective tissue [28]. While the dermis provides structural support to the skin, it has a lower resistance to 

the electrical current compared to the epidermis, due to its higher water content and presence of electrolytes 

in the interstitial fluid, the fluid found between blood vessels and cells [27]. Particularly, conductive 

structures such as blood vessels and sweat glands contribute to the conductivity of the dermis. Lastly the 

deepest layer of the skin, the hypodermis is mostly comprised of fat meant for body insulation, energy 

storage, and shock absorption [26]. Similar to the dermis, this layer has a relatively low electrical resistance 

compared to the dermis and epidermis due to its high water and electrolyte content. While the electrical 

resistance of the skin varies across its layers, the epidermis remains the most resistive of the three.  

 

Figure 2 – Skin anatomy [29] 
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Regarding the skin resistance, sex and gender implications have shown variance between each 

cohort. Apart from the clear anatomical differences between genders concerning the areas of defibrillator 

pad deployment, studies have shown that the skin impedance was directly proportional to the body mass 

index (BMI) as per the skin breakdown above in Figure 2. Notably, there was a higher proportion of females 

in the upper-impedance group than males [30]. Although there is no inherent gender bias in the effectiveness 

of defibrillation, a study on gender-based inequalities in access and application of AEDs have illustrated 

that women were less likely to benefit from access to an AED [31]. Apart from the BMI index, other factors 

such as the underlying cause of SCA, timing of treatment due to the presentation or lack of symptoms, 

bystander response to initiate CPR and treatment delivery, and anatomical differences in effectiveness of 

pad placement, are all influential factors beyond gender alone.    

As a design constraint, the thickness of the skin is important to consider, particularly the stratum 

corneum of the epidermis layer where most of the skin impedance is present. Of course, the thickness of 

each layer varies depending on the region of the human body, age, gender, skin type, and other dermatologic 

characteristics. The thickness of the epidermis can vary from the eyelid with the thinnest epidermis, to the 

genitalia, to the thickest parts of the palms and soles where they are callused and are highly dependent on 

lifestyle. On average the epidermal thickness ranges from 0.05mm to 0.15mm (50µm – 150µm) [26], [32]. 

Likewise, the stratum corneum layer ranges from 0.01mm to 0.03mm (10µm – 30µm) [33]. Specifically 

for the chest area, the epidermis layer tends to fall within this range. Likewise, the dermis layer of the skin 

also varies but on average, ranges between 1mm to 4mm [34].     

2.3. Current Electrode Technology for AEDs 

Since the late 1960’s, when Prof. Frank Pantridge and Dr. John Geddes first introduced the concept of a 

portable battery-powered DC defibrillator to the 1990’s, when the first commercially successful AED (the 

‘Heartstream ForeRunner’) was introduced by Phillips, AED technology has continued to advance [19]. 

Today, electrodes used for defibrillation appear in a variety of materials, sizes, and shapes, to satisfy the 

requirements of a range of applications depending on the manufacturer [18]. However, they all share a 

common feature which is to serve as the transfer medium for externally generated currents. These electrodes 

are designed to operate in a resistive coupling, where the electrodes are directly applied to the patient’s 

skin, as opposed to capacitive coupling, where an insulating medium such as an additional conductive gel 

or pad is placed between the electrodes and the patient. While capacitive coupling may be more consistent 

in the uniform distribution of electrical energy, particularly in patients with high skin impedance, and can 
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help reduce the electrode-skin barrier, it is not as straightforward for the user nor practical for remote 

settings [35]. Alternatively, resistive coupling is a simple and straightforward method that effectively 

ensures the proper transmission of electrical energy for patients with normal skin impedance, but its 

performance is more susceptible to factors such as electrode placement and skin condition, as discussed 

prior [18]. In conjunction with the resistive electrode coupling, low-frequency currents are used, as they are 

better suited to penetrate through the skin and the underlying tissues. As low-frequency currents have longer 

wavelengths compared to their high-frequency counterpart, this characteristic allows them to penetrate the 

skin more effectively [36]. Additionally, low-frequency currents have shown to conduct more through 

muscle and fatty body tissues, overall increasing the delivery of electrical energy [18]. 

 

Figure 3 – HeartSine AED electrode composition (Resistive Coupling) [37] 

Although there are different kinds of electrodes such as hand-held paddles, internal paddles, or self-

adhesive, AED electrodes are generally disposable electrodes. These electrodes have a large paddle size 

which improves the electrode-surface contact and allows a more uniform distribution of electrical energy 

across the skin surface [19]. Typical manufacturers offer adults paddles between 8 – 13cm in diameter, and 

equivalent pediatric paddles, which are naturally smaller to account for chest size [19]. These electrodes 

are pre-gelled with a combination of ingredients that may include water as the base, glycerin to prevent 

evaporation, a thickening agent to create a desired viscosity, some form of electrolyte such as sodium 
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chloride or silver chloride to increase conduction, and preservatives to ensure sterility [38], [39]. Depending 

on the manufacturer, the electrode’s conductive metal film may be comprised of combination of conductive 

materials or alloys such as stainless steel, tin, aluminum, or silver [19]. To connect to the AED, a cable is 

soldered or cinched onto the metal plate and fitted with an appropriate adapter. Lastly, these components 

are secured on a foam backing with a skin-adhesive border, to generate mechanical stability and provide a 

degree of electrical isolation. An example of the composition of a HeartSine electrode, acquired from its 

AED electrode documentation, is shown above in Figure 3.  

2.4. Microneedle Technology Overview 

Microneedle (MN) technology has emerged as a promising approach for various biomedical applications 

including electrode applications for biosensing, drug delivery, diagnostic purposes, and even cosmetics. 

Particularly, this brief review will focus on the microneedle types, materials, and fabrication processes 

specifically tailored for electrode applications. Key design considerations, performance metrics, and recent 

advancements in the field will be highlighted.  

Microneedles are typically characterized by their micron-scale structures, typically measuring 0.1 

– 1mm in length for transdermal interaction, bypassing the epidermis layer of the skin [40]. Among the 

diverse applications of microneedles, literature is most prominently represented by drug delivery and 

biosensing, where their role as electrodes holds particular promise. The significance of microneedle-based 

electrodes stems from their unique capabilities to interface with the human body at a microscale level. 

Unlike conventional electrodes, which are large and bulky, microneedle electrodes offer a minimally 

invasive approach that enhances patient comfort, reduces tissue damage via a reduction in the necessary 

energy delivered via an AED or an avoidance of the blood vessels, and enables better control over sensing 

and stimulation in the case of biosensing or neuromuscular treatment applications [40]. Microneedles do 

not typically penetrate deeper into the dermis as it contains pain receptor nerves and blood vessels which 

the MN could puncture. As the needles are long enough to bypass the epidermal barrier but short enough 

to prevent damage to the dermis or reach nerve endings, the microneedle arrays are designed to be painless. 

As such, the MN arrays are fabricated to bypass the high impedance layer of the stratum corneum in the 

epidermis, establishing direct contact between the more conductive layer of the skin, without essential skin 

preparation [41]. Similar to the high degree of skin impedance by the epidermis, the stratum corneum also 

prevents the permeation of drugs through the skin [40]. In the case of transdermal drug delivery, various 

methods and their penetration level are shown below in Figure 4, as a comparison to an MN patch. 
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Figure 4 – Transdermal drug delivery systems [40] 

 

Figure 5 – Equivalent electrical circuit models of (a) typical wet electrode, and (b) MN array [41] 

Critical to the success of microneedle-based electrodes are their performance characteristics and 

biocompatibility. The performance of an electrode directly impacts its ability to accurately sense 

bioelectrical signals for human biopotential monitoring, deliver therapeutic stimuli such as electrical current 

for AEDs or electrical stimulation, or facilitate molecular transport in drug delivery across biological 

barriers. Furthermore, ensuring the biocompatibility of these electrodes is paramount to minimize tissue 

reactions, inflammation, and immune responses [40]. Specifically for electrodes, factors such as skin 

impedance, electrode impedance, and signal-to-noise ratio, determine the efficacy and reliability of a MN 
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based system [40]. In a review for MN electrode technology in biopotential monitoring, the authors 

illustrated a simplified circuit model in Figure 5, which appropriately represents the performance 

constraints of an MN needle array to a typical wet electrode, the same as an AED electrode paddle.        

First, in the case of a typical wet electrode setup, the impedance of the electrode-skin interface is 

modelled as a combination of capacitance (Csc), resistance (Rsc), and half-cell potential (Esc), which is the 

electrical potential difference between the two mediums due to differences in electrochemical properties. 

For the wet electrode, it is simplified in the form of a basic parallel RC circuit, which is a circuit element 

consisting of a resistor (Rw) and a capacitor (Cw), connected together in series with a resistive gel (Rgel). 

The untreated stratum corneum layer possesses both a resistive and capacitive component, where the viable 

epidermis (Rsg) has been determined to be purely resistive, according to literature [41]. Likewise, an 

equivalent circuit setup can be made for the MN array. As an immediate observation, the high impedance 

of the stratum corneum and electrolyte gel are removed as the MN array makes direct contact with the 

viable layer of the epidermis. With this component removed, in principle, the impedance of the MN array 

becomes lower than an interface with a wet electrode [41]. The keynote regarding this comparison is that 

by lowering the skin impedance in a subdermal manner, in coherence with previously limited surface-only 

skin-preparation techniques, the transthoracic impedance will be further lowered, thus improving AED 

performance.  

In addition to their electrical performance, microneedle electrodes must also possess strong 

mechanical properties to endure the applied forces during insertion. Factors to be considered include 

fracture performance, both axial and traverse forces applied to the MN, as well as penetration performance 

[40], [41]. For fracture performance, it is crucial that the microneedles do not break under load during 

insertion or removal and determining the failure point for each type of load is important. Research has 

demonstrated that the fracture performance was correlated with the geometrical dimensions of the MN. The 

fracture force of MN will increase as the wall thickness and base diameter increase, decreasing as it 

approaches the tip of the needle [41]. Likewise for penetration and removal performance, the MN tip radius, 

insertion depth, array density, and microneedle geometry all dictate performance [41].    

Different microneedle types are fabricated with a variety of materials, depending on the range of 

applications. Four main types of microneedles exist: solid, hollow, coated, and dissolving. The brief 

characteristics of each needle are summarized below in Table 1. Furthermore, a functional demonstration 

of drug delivery via these various microneedles is presented following this table in Figure 6.  
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Table 1 – Microneedle Types [40], [42] 

MN Type Characteristics Common Materials 

Solid 
Creates solid microscopic channels in the skin for enhanced 

drug delivery, biosensing, or tissue sampling 

Silicon, metal, 

polymers 

Coated 
Solid microneedles that are coated with a dissolvable coating 

to release an encapsulated drug or therapeutic agent 
Silicon 

Dissolving 
Dissolving microneedles that rapidly degrade or dissolve 

releasing an encapsulated drug or therapeutic agent 
Polymers 

Hollow 

Hollow microneedles feature a channel along their length 

allowing for direct delivery of drugs, fluids, or biomolecules 

into the dermis and/or for systemic circulation 

Silicon 

 

 

Figure 6 – Comparison of MN types for drug delivery applications [40] 

Based on the required needs of biopotential electrodes, a solid microneedle type is typically used 

due to its simplicity and typically better mechanical strength, versus its counterparts [40], [41]. In addition 

to performance and biocompatibility, fabrication techniques also play a pivotal role in shaping the design, 
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functionality, and scalability of MN electrodes. The most common methods for solid MN manufacturing 

include 1) fabrication without a mold: surface/bulk micromachining, laser engraving, micro-milling, and 

3D printing, and 2) fabrication with a mold: injection molding [40], [42]. Each of these fabrication 

techniques enable the precise fabrication of micron-scale structures with tailored geometries, surface 

properties, and material compositions. Of course, the advantages, disadvantages, cost, and ease of 

production vary between each process, in addition to its scalability for commercialization. Lastly, the 

typical diameter of a microneedle can vary according to method of fabrication, needle type, and purpose. 

However, for solid microneedles specifically in drug delivery, the normal base width ranges from 50μm to 

250μm (0.05mm – 0.25mm) and from 1μm to 25μm (0.001mm – 0.025mm) at the tip [43].   

2.5. Experimental Studies and Prototypes 

For literature on experimental studies that focus on microneedle architecture, a variety of approaches were 

used to address the relevant issue, specific to its application area. For this study, the literature focused on 

electrode development for ECG biopotential signal monitoring and biofeedback stimuli comparisons. Due 

to the novelty of MN architecture for AED use in particular, the experimental literature in this area was 

rather limited. However, by evaluating the objectives, experimental design, and biometric results for a 

broader range of electrode applications, a parallel can be established concerning important factors such as 

electrode-skin impedance, electrical conductivity, usability, and magnitude of biosignal improvement. 

2.5.1. Biopotential Signal Monitoring Applications 

Bio-signal monitoring mainly consists of one of three measurements, ECG, EMG, and EEG. The 

experimental studies on bio-signal monitoring are comprised of performance comparisons between MN 

and a dry or wet electrode counterpart. ECG is the process of monitoring the electrical activity of the heart 

via electrodes. The electrodes are responsible for detecting the small electrical changes on the skin that arise 

from the heart’s electrophysiological pattern with each cycle of the heartbeat [41]. Specifically, the heart’s 

rhythm, rate, electrical conduction pathways, spatial positioning of the heart chambers, damage to heart 

muscles, and function of implanted pacemakers, can be obtained using the ECG signal, the same signal an 

AED algorithm uses to assess patient state as discussed prior [41], [44]. On the other hand, EMG is a 

diagnostic technique used to assess the electrical activity produced by muscles and the nerves controlling 

them [45]. The electrodes are responsible for recording the response of muscles, at rest and in their 

contracted states. This technique is often used to diagnose neuromuscular conditions or in rehabilitation 

applications, to act as a control signal for prosthetic devices. Likewise, EEG is a diagnostic test pertaining 
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to the measurement of electrical activity in the brain. The EEG waveforms provides information regarding 

brain activity including abnormalities, electrical rhythms, and patterns of neural firing [46]. EEG is used to 

diagnose or monitor various neurological conditions such as epilepsy, sleep disorders, tumors, and injuries 

to the brain.  

 

Figure 7 – Complete heartbeat cycle, ECG waveform [47] 

 

Figure 8 – Typical ECG waveform [48] 

 Literature pertaining to the measurement of static ECG signals was investigated. Specifically in 

these studies, the signal performance was compared between conventional dry or traditional wet (Ag/AgCl) 

electrodes and a MN electrode prototype. To identify a high-fidelity signal, specific characteristics of the 

ECG signal particularly the P node, QRS interval, and S node waveform must be repeatable and identifiable, 
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as shown above in Figure 7. An example of this comparison performed by Salvo et al., demonstrates the 

repeatable behavior with each cycle repetition, as shown above in Figure 8 [48]. Likewise, in Forvi et al. 

[49], Yu et al. [50], O’Mahony et al. [51], Hsu et al. [52], Matteucci et al.[53], or the aforementioned Salvo 

et al. [48] studies on microneedle dry electrodes, the authors demonstrated and concluded that the MN 

electrodes were comparable in performance to the conventional electrode variant. Additionally, as observed 

by several authors, the ECG signals recorded by their microneedle pad variants had higher amplitudes, as 

opposed to those recorded by a dry or wet electrode alternative. Sun et al. designed and fabricated a 

composite microneedle array electrode (CMAE) for detection of body temperature and the three 

aforementioned bio-signals [54]. In this study, the temperature measurement performance of the MN 

electrode was similar to that of a clinical thermometer. For the ECG signal in particular, the amplitude of 

the MN pad was visibly higher than that of the Ag/AgCl electrode, despite identical waveforms, as shown 

below in Figure 9. Likewise, O’Mahony et al. [51], Chen et al. [55], Dong et al. [56], Ren et al. [57], [58] 

also observed this behavior in their experiments. Specifically, Ren et al. and Dong et al. provided a good 

explanation of this phenomenon. By penetrating the stratum corneum layer of the epidermis where the bulk 

of the electrically isolating skin barrier is present, signal attenuation, which is the loss of signal strength, is 

hereby reduced.   

 

Figure 9 – ECG signals by MN and Ag/AgCl electrodes [54] 

Apart from a distinguishable amplitude difference, noise and signal fluctuation were also observed 

from the dry or wet electrode alternatives in several studies. Specifically, in Srivastava et al. where they 

evaluated the fidelity of microneedles for long term biopotential monitoring in vivo, the conventional wet 

electrodes showed a baseline drift and signal disruption within 2 hours after application [59]. In comparison, 
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the dry MN variant demonstrated equivalent signal amplitude and characteristics without any variance in 

the same time frame, as illustrated below in Figure 10. Likewise, Yu et al. [50] and Ren et al. [57], [58] as 

discussed prior, also observed this occurrence. Dong et al. once again commented that this behavior was a 

result of the increased contact with the inner skin, reducing the electrode-skin barrier [56]. With time, the 

impedance of the skin causes a distortion or interference with the ECG signal in the gel electrodes, while 

this effect was minimized in the dry MN electrodes. Additionally, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) becomes 

enhanced, improving clarity and accuracy of the ECG waveform. Over time, although not immediate, gel 

electrodes can begin to be affected by factors such as evaporation or drying, skin oil and sweat, or physical 

wear and tear in a dynamic scenario, all which will impact signal strength, stability, and increase the 

electrode-skin interface impedance [60], [61]. 

 

Figure 10 – Dry MN electrode vs gel electrode ECG signal [59] 

2.5.2. Electrode Feedback Applications  

Apart from being utilized as a biosensing component, MN electrodes have also been used in a more active 

role. In this role, electrodes have a performance responsibility to provide a transfer of current or voltage 

into the skin, such as for electrical feedback [41]. Kitamura et al. and Tezuka et al. utilized MN electrodes 

to develop a thin wearable electrotactile display [62], [63]. The purpose of this device was to allow someone 

with a sight or hearing disability, to compensate for information using tactile sensation, as a wearable 

module. Using low voltage, the device would invoke a tactile sensation in the user by stimulating the tactile 

nerves. The threshold voltage, which was the minimum voltage at which the test subject felt a tactile 

sensation, was experimentally compared at different points on their arm. The results demonstrated that the 
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MN device drastically decreased the threshold voltage required to stimulate the tactile receptors, roughly 

between 70% – 85%, as shown below in Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11 – Distribution of threshold voltage on arm [63] 

 In Tang et al., they utilized MN electrodes for a bidirectional physiological signal acquisition and 

transcutaneous electrical nerve stimulation (TENS) sensory feedback [64]. In the TENS experimentation, 

the MN unit functioned properly and presented a similar performance to regular wet electrodes. 

Specifically, in their measurement of the electrode-skin interface impedance using an RC parallel circuit 

model for four test subjects, this circuit briefly covered in section 2.4 – microneedle technology overview, 

the MN (MAE) demonstrated lower resistance (R) and total impedance (Z) than the wet electrode (FAE) 

samples at low frequencies. At high frequencies, the R, C, and Z values were very similar. The average 

values at 20 and 2000 Hz across the four subjects are presented below in Table 2.   

Table 2 – Average values of R, C, and Z across four subjects [64] 

 FAE MAE 

Frequency (Hz): 20 2000 20 2000 

R (kΩ) 2560 ± 1246 141 ± 24 298 ± 106 103 ± 60 

C (nF) 5.8 ± 2.4 2.5 ± 0.9 23.3 ± 11.2 0.6 ± 0.7 

Z (kΩ) 1275 ± 462 34 ± 10 240 ± 93 94 ± 56 
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2.5.3. AED Electrode Applications  

Specific to AED or defibrillator electrode applications, an experimental study was conducted based on the 

comparison between a needle-based electrode add-on and a conventional AED electrode, by evaluating the 

electrode-surface interface impedance. No other existing study has evaluated the actual functional aspects 

of an MN AED electrode beyond ECG evaluation of normal MN prototypes, as discussed before.  

A team of bioengineering students at Rice University developed a 3D printed needle add-on 

prototype, for use with conventional defibrillator pads to reduce the skin impedance barrier [65], [66]. The 

goal of this device was to allow the existing architecture of an AED to function as normal, where the AED 

would still be able to measure an appropriate ECG signal for defibrillation. The construction of this device 

was comprised of 3 layers: a 180 stainless-steel sequin pin (roughly 0.6mm diameter) array mounted on a 

3D printed needle base, insulating foam layer, and a plastic casing for needle deployment purposes. Their 

prototype and device deployment method are illustrated below in Figures 12 and 13. 

 

Figure 12 – AED add-on device construction [66] 

 

Figure 13 – AED add-on device deployment [66] 
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 To evaluate the prototype, the authors performed a skin impedance test on a post-mortem ovine 

and pork tissue animal sample. For their experimental model, they utilized an AC (signal generator) 

powered circuit model, with an assumed to be, equivalent parallel RC circuit to measure the inter-electrode 

impedance. With the ovine animal sample, the combined needle-AED pad showed an average 70% 

reduction versus the conventional alone, with a slightly higher improvement in the lower frequency range. 

However, with the pork animal sample the average reduction was less definitive, with an average of 5% 

reduction in impedance. We can speculate that the variation in outcomes arises from notable differences in 

either skin resistance or inter-electrode resistance, as the authors have not provided any details regarding 

the test mediums or the experimental procedures. These results are illustrated below in Figures 14 and 15. 

 

Figure 14 – AED add-on impedance results on ovine model [66] 

 

Figure 15 – AED add-on impedance results on pork tissue model [66] 
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2.6. Summary 

This chapter provided an overview of the many parts required to develop a microneedle-based AED 

electrode. First, the functions of an AED were discussed, from the ECG algorithm to the impact of the 

transthoracic impedance on defibrillation. Second, the human skin characteristics both physically and 

electrically were discussed, specifically, the electrode-skin barrier concerning the stratum corneum of the 

epidermis. Third, we proceeded to dissect the current technology in both the AED defibrillator electrodes 

and microneedle technology used for electrode development. Lastly, experimental studies concerning 

microneedle electrode development for biopotential monitoring, electrode feedback, and AED electrode 

applications, were discussed. For biopotential monitoring, studies demonstrated that MN based electrodes 

had adequate or equivalent fidelity for ECG signal detection. For longer term monitoring, the MN electrodes 

exhibited higher performance with less noise and more accuracy compared to a conventional Ag/AgCl wet 

electrode. For bidirectional usage in electrode feedback applications, positive outcomes were recorded as 

the MN electrodes produced equivalent levels of feedback stimuli with a lower required input threshold. 

Additionally, the electrode-skin impedance was observably lower than its counterpart. Lastly, for the sole 

AED specific study, results showed a good percentage reduction in electrode-surface impedance for various 

animal test mediums, using a needle-based add-on prototype for a conventional AED electrode. 

2.7. Hypothesis 

The current study addresses the limitations of the current technology and the gaps from previous research, 

as presented. For this study, a microneedle-based AED electrode pad prototype was developed and 

experimentally tested for basic electrical function and effectiveness in reducing the resistance in the 

electrode-body interface. Based on this approach, it was hypothesized that: 

1. The design of the microneedle pad prototype functions as a standalone electrode, with no issues in 

connectivity between the main lead and the microneedle arrays. This should be confirmed via a 

connectivity and resistivity test to evaluate the baseline resistance of the pad.    

2. The experimentation on human or animal equivalent test mediums (whichever was accessible), 

exhibits a meaningful reduction in the electrode-skin interface resistance compared to a 

conventional AED electrode.    
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Chapter 3 

3. Iterative Design of Microneedle Pads 

The iterative design segment is separated into six main sections, each addressing the objectives as outlined 

in Chapter 1. Section 3.1 presents the primary experimental model for which all microneedle pad iterations 

were quantitatively measured by. Section 3.2 to 3.6 present the design and development of each pad 

iteration, their correlated experimental approach, and the justification of why a consequent design was 

developed, based on the quantitative results or unique performance characteristics observed.   

3.1. Experimental Model 

To develop a proof of concept that establishes that microneedles are providing a favorable effect, by 

bypassing the resistance inherently presented by the epidermis layer of the skin, this must be evaluated by 

some quantitative means. To validate each concept iteration, an interelectrode resistance measurement 

circuit was developed, based on literature which simulates the behavioral aspects of an AED charge and 

discharge cycle. Kugelberg utilized this process to determine the electrical resistance over a living human 

myocardium in youth and adults during defibrillation, without using an actual AED, internally and 

externally [67]. This procedure consisted of delivering a square electrical pulse, with a desired amplitude 

through a capacitor and controlled via a transistor to manage the pulse duration and interval, simulating the 

functions of a normal AED. In the first state of the circuit, the capacitor would be charged via a power 

source to its appropriate amplitude, defined by its capacitance rating. As the circuit is disconnected from 

the power source and connected solely to the resistance in its second state, the electrical energy would be 

consumed, discharging the capacitance. The defibrillator power circuit is illustrated in Figure 16.   

 

Figure 16 – Power circuit of defibrillator [67]  
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By measuring the voltage differential across the resistance and knowing the time it takes to 

discharge, the resulting resistance can be calculated. The following equation defined in Figure 17, 

mathematically describes the behaviors of the defibrillator circuit shown above [67]. In this equation, the 

voltage differential is represented by U2 and U1 in volts (V) respectively, T being the pulse duration in 

seconds (s), C being the capacitance in farads (F), and R in ohms (Ω) which is the resistance to be 

determined. A graphical example of this discharge behavior of known resistors, correlated with the circuit 

equation, is shown below in Figure 18.  

 
𝑈2

𝑈1
= 𝑒−(

𝑇
𝑅𝐶

)    

Figure 17 – Circuit equation for defibrillator [67] 

 

Figure 18 – Voltage drop correlation to resistance of known resistors [67] 

With respect to current delivery type, as discussed earlier in the literature, Kugelberg noted that 

with either AC or DC current, the influence of the resistance will remain the same. This assumption was 

based on his observation from his earlier studies, that the measured decay signal of the capacitor discharge 

appeared strictly linear, and thus the myocardium should be regarded as pure resistance without any 

capacitive or inductive components [68]. He further went on to demonstrate the effectiveness of this 

measurement method via external defibrillation. Based on the aforementioned methodology, an electronic 
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circuit to simulate the defibrillation behavior was developed for this study. Components for this circuit 

comprised of a bench top DC power supply with a rating of 0-25V, an oscilloscope to measure the voltage 

decay, a three-prong switch to act as the control transistor to switch circuit states, a capacitor, wires, and a 

breadboard. A three-prong switch for a manual state trigger was selected as opposed to a signal generator, 

due to the intention to capture a single trigger instance. There was no need to fully simulate the cyclic 

charge and discharge behavior of an AED, given that each discharge cycle would look the same given the 

same resistance. However, if it was desired to replicate this behavior, a signal generator would simply take 

the place of the switch. In terms of component selection specifically, a 100µF capacitor with a power supply 

set at 5V was chosen. Given the limitations of the power supply and measurement equipment, it was not 

possible to completely replicate the specifications of a commercial AED. However, as our test model is 

based on voltage differential and the decay behavior, there was no explicit need to do so, provided that the 

objective was to compare resistance behaviors between defibrillator pad types. As such, to properly measure 

this pattern on the oscilloscope given a low power source rating, a relatively small capacitance was chosen. 

Figures 19, 20, and 21 illustrate the circuit diagram, physical circuit model, and setup created for this study.  

 

 

Figure 19 – Experimental test circuit diagram 
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Figure 20 – Experimental circuit model 

 

Figure 21 – Experimental model setup 
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Although the components and transistor mechanics differed from the study, the test circuit 

functioned identically to the behaviors defined in the circuit equation for a defibrillator. The three-prong 

switch controlled the capacitor charge and discharge behavior for a single cycle. With the switch set in state 

1, the 100µF capacitor would be allowed to fully charge via the 5V connected power supply. Once the user 

triggered the switch to state 2, the capacitor would discharge through our resistor which was comprised of 

a microneedle pad on one side, a suitable test medium (be it an animal skin tissue or cadaver model), and a 

probe or equivalent measurement pad, to act as our ground to complete the circuit. An oscilloscope was 

connected in parallel to the resistor, to measure the voltage differential before and after the energy transfer 

through the medium.  

The test procedure used to collect the data covered in this study is outlined as follows, with adjustments 

made as necessary between design iterations to account for new variables and limiting external factors: 

1. Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 were connected using a combination of:  

a. Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM) Pad  

b. Measurement Probe 

c. Microneedle Pad  

2. Terminal 1 and Terminal 2 were placed on the test medium in either a surface configuration (both 

terminals on the surface parallel to each other on the skin) or in a through body configuration 

(terminals placed on opposite sides of the medium) depending on circumstance. 

3. The center to center distance was recorded between the two test pads and remained consistent 

throughout the testing process.  

4. SignaGel electrode gel was placed on the contact area between the test medium and test pad. 

5. The oscilloscope would be set to record a single trigger and illustrate the decaying signal. 

6. A single circuit charge and discharge cycle was manually initiated via state 1 to state 2 transition. 

7. V1, V2, and T were recorded in accordance with the circuit equation. 

8. Resistance was calculated based on known values, isolating the circuit equation in terms of 

resistance as shown: 

 𝑅 (𝑜ℎ𝑚𝑠) =  
𝑇 (𝑚𝑠) × 10−3

[𝐶 (𝜇𝐹) × 10−6] × [ln
𝑉1 (𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠)
𝑉2 (𝑣𝑜𝑙𝑡𝑠)

] 
   

9. Steps 2 through 8 were repeated per dataset combination with adjustments to the terminals made 
as necessary.  
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3.2. Iteration 1 

3.2.1. Design Process – V1 

Before designing a prototype, an important set of criteria had to be laid out corresponding to the project 

objectives. In this research, beyond the intent of simply creating a concept for microneedle-based AED 

electrodes, there was an extended notion of creating a pad which could function with a redeveloped AED 

interface that could precisely control and monitor the optimal delivery of shock current, via the individual 

microneedles. With this thought in mind, the first criterion was for the pad to have individually connected 

microneedles so that the energy distributed could be controlled if this feature was integrated. Second, the 

pad had to be flexible in nature to conform to the shape of the body but at the same time be rigid enough to 

make sure the insertion force was evenly distributed. Third, although the length and number of needles was 

important, this factor could vary depending on the test medium, AED architecture, and other external 

factors, which would be challenging to control given the duration of this study. As such, for a proof of 

concept, it was more crucial to confirm the functions and effects of the microneedles rather than trying to 

iteratively perfect for a fixed condition, which may not reflect the elements in a real defibrillation setting.  

 

Figure 22 – Flex PCB 

With these criteria in mind, a thirty-six holed (8cm by 8cm) flex PCB comprised of a polyimide 

substrate and single inner copper channeling, was developed as proof of concept. The flexible PCB was 

designed using Altium and was manufactured by PCBWay, a prototype and fabrication manufacturer 

located in Shenzhen, China. Disposable stainless steel scalp microneedles measuring 10mm in length, 

0.3mm diameter, with a conical-shaped tip were selected as the microneedles. These microneedles were 
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manufactured by Natus located in California, USA. Based on this, the hole diameter of the flexible PCB 

was set to be 0.45mm to allow for enough clearance. For this design, the copper channeling was shorted 

together so that the microneedles would function as a single electrode, mimicking the behavior of a 

traditional pad, allowing for ease of testing. To address the first criteria, the design was simple enough so 

that if desired, a specified number of needles could be isolated from each other with dedicated electrical 

inputs. The manufactured flex PCB is illustrated above in Figure 22. 

As the intention was to create a prototype that would conform to the human body, a flexible PCB 

was chosen as opposed to a conventional FR-4 laminate based rigid PCB. Furthermore, to shield the user 

from electrical currents and to introduce sufficient rigidity for good microneedle insertion, a combination 

of non-conductive polyimide (PI) shielding, and polytetrafluoroethylene (commonly known as Teflon) was 

used. Once the microneedles were inserted through the holes and electrically bonded to the exposed copper 

channeling, a Teflon layer would insulate the needles lengthwise, exposing only the desired tip length. This 

Teflon layer would also provide a mechanical bond for the needles, preventing the needles from being 

pushed out during insertion or remaining stuck on the body during removal. The PCB would then be 

sandwiched between two layers of semi-rigid PI shielding, to provide electrical isolation and prevent excess 

bending of the PCB substrate. A layered view of the completed flex PCB concept is presented in Figure 23.  

 

Figure 23 – Cross section view of Iteration 1 

 As the stainless-steel microneedles had to form an electrical bridge to the flex PCB, the initial 

approach was to use a silver-based solder paste or conventional tin/lead-based solder to form this 

connection. The 10mm microneedles, housed within a plastic casing compatible with a scalp electrode 
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harness, were removed and uniformly cut to the desired length via a makeshift needle mold, as shown below 

in Figures 24 and 25. With a preliminary investigation, it was suggested that a 1 – 2mm needle depth was 

enough to penetrate the high resistive epidermis layer. According to Shi et al. who performed a study on 

measuring skin thickness on the chest, they determined that the skin was roughly 1.5mm, a number 

including both the epidermis and dermis [69]. Although the chest anatomy of males and females are 

different, as this study focuses on the skin itself rather than the quantity of adipose tissue, 1.5mm was 

considered as the absolute maximum skin thickness to be expected. However, given the difficulty in cutting 

these microneedles to size, a more generous 5mm needle exposure was utilized as an initial proof of 

concept. 

 

Figure 24 – Scalp microneedle 

 

Figure 25 – Needle mold 

With some initial trials using either solder or solder paste, there was difficulty in holding the 

stainless-steel microneedles in place while soldering to the copper PCB base. Due to the small surface area 

of the needles, which prevented adherence to the Teflon base and an equally small contact area to the pad, 

preventing a solid mechanical bond sufficient to bear load via soldering, a different attachment method had 
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to be used. Instead of securing the needles to a contrasting Teflon material through an adhesive, we opted 

to use a tungsten fusion weld technique to bond the stainless-steel needles with a similar metallic material. 

Stainless steel shims were cut into small squares and welded to needles. They provided each needle with a 

solid base of attachment, preventing the needle from being detached from the pad during the deployment 

and retrieval process. Once the needle joints were placed within each hole of the flex PCB, a silver (Ag) 

based solder paste was used to form the bridge between the needle and the pad. Additionally, a thin rubber 

layer was added in between the shims and the PCB, for better adhesion with the glue between layers and to 

prevent the shims from cutting into the PCB during application. The layered view and completed iteration 

1 prototype are shown below in Figures 26 and 27. 

 

Figure 26 – Revised cross section view of Iteration 1 

 

Figure 27 – Iteration 1 prototype 
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3.2.2. Test Methodology – V1  

To verify the proper connection of the microneedles to the PCB, a basic connectivity test followed by a 

resistivity test were conducted as follows: 

1. Preparation & Visual Inspection: 

The required equipment, including a multimeter, test leads, a conductive surface like a metallic plate, 

and an insulator material, was assembled. Subsequently, a wire was soldered and affixed to the input 

side of the flex PCB. The connection points between all microneedles and PCB joints were inspected 

for any signs of damage or visually loose connections. 

2. Continuity Test:  

To perform a continuity test, the multimeter was set to continuity mode and the test leads were 

connected to the pad, one side to the input wire, and the other to the desired measurement point. Upon 

a successful connection, the multimeter would produce a beeping sound, indicating continuity. The 

initial measurement point would be taken from the solder joint, where the needles protruded from, and 

the second would be from the actual microneedle itself. Using a combination of the metallic and 

insulator plates, each microneedle was isolated separately from the conductive surface to obtain an 

accurate measurement.  

3. Resistivity Test 

Likewise, to perform a resistivity test, the multimeter was set to the appropriate resistance range for 

testing. The test leads were connected to the same points of interest as prior, with the initial point taken 

from the solder joint and the consequent measurement from the tip of the microneedles. To confirm a 

proper connection, the reading had to be within acceptable ohmic limits relative to the other properly 

connected measurement points.  

4. Documentation 

Lastly, the test results from the input to the solder joints as well as input to the tip of each microneedle 

were recorded. Any discrepancies in connectivity, or abnormalities in resistivity suggesting a 

questionable connection were recorded and investigated. The experimental setup for the connectivity 

and resistivity tests is shown below in Figure 28.  
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Figure 28 – Experimental setup (Iteration 1) 

3.2.3. Experimental Results – V1  

First, with the initial connectivity and resistivity testing between the solder joints and the pad input, the 

results were positive with all connections between 0.2 to 0.9 ohms. This confirmed that the solder was 

properly bonded to the to pad. Following this, the connectivity and resistivity tests were performed at each 

needle point, yielding unexpected results. The results were inconclusive as either some needles recorded a 

relatively stable reading, others fluctuating heavily, and some were unreadable indicating infinite resistivity 

and an open circuit. These values ranged between 3.5 ohms to indeterminate, according to the auto ranging 

multimeter. Upon diagnosis, the issue was that the Ag based solder paste failed to form a proper electrical 

connection with the polished stainless-steel needles. Despite forming a proper bond with the PCB, due to 

issues such as contact area and an indeterminable surface finish on the needles, neither a basic solder nor 

solder paste was able to bond properly with the needles themselves. Additionally, it was noted that with 

this iteration of the flex PCB, the exposed copper circular channels at the base of each hole were too small, 

preventing the solder from having a sufficient attachment point to the pad. This was noticeable as only a 

small amount of solder could be applied on the PCB and the needle weld being easy to remove, supporting 

the results of the previous electrical connection issue.   
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3.3. Iteration 2 

3.3.1. Design Process – V2 

To resolve the shortcomings in the first iteration, the first step was to revise the 36 holed flex PCB by 

adding more copper. Both the amount of copper internally as well as directly at the contact points between 

the needles and PCB was increased. This allowed a larger, more distributed amount of solder to be used to 

aid in mechanically fixing the microneedles in place. Second, to address the issues of adhesion and 

conduction, a crimped attachment approach was taken akin to how the microneedles were originally 

manufactured. Provided that the microneedles were meant to operate as a conductive component for 

subdermal monitoring, this notion suggested that a crimped approach should replicate the behaviors of the 

original microneedle. Since the 10mm microneedles were too long for our purpose and had to be cut from 

the blunt end, this meant removing the original crimped metal from the plastic assembly. Thus, once the 

10mm needles were cut to size, a ferrule type connector was used as a direct replacement. Tin plated copper 

ferules approximately the diameter of the needles, were cut to 2mm sizes and crimped onto each needle. 

Subsequently instead of using solder paste, a conventional tin & lead alloy-based solder was used to connect 

the needles to the PCB. As there was now more space for the solder to adhere to, applying the solder 

manually was easier than using a liquid solder method. Lastly, as an observation from conventional AED 

pads, rather than using a rigid polyimide layer which would be difficult given the crimped protrusions, we 

opted to use an insulated foam layer instead. This would serve as an equally functional electrical barrier 

between the user and device and further improve pad flexibility. This iteration of the pad is illustrated below 

in Figures 29 and 30. All 36 holes were later populated with microneedles after initial testing confirming 

proper function.  

 

Figure 29 – Iteration 2 prototype 
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Figure 30 – Cross section view of Iteration 2 

3.3.2. Test Methodology – V2  

After initial connectivity and resistivity testing was performed to validate the connection between the pad 

input and the needle tips, this yielded positive results compared to the former. The resistance between the 

needle tips and the pad input were all measured to be in milliohms, which is negligible in terms of inherent 

electronic resistance and within acceptable limits. In hopes of further increasing the effect provided by the 

needles, all 36 needles holes were populated. As the construction of the pad was now validated, we moved 

onto evaluating the effectiveness of the microneedle pad.  

The main experimental model as discussed in section 3.1 – experimental model was used. Terminal 

1 was kept consistent as an electrical probe and terminal 2 was swapped between measurement pads. As 

the test mediums, initially an uncooked rotisserie chicken with the skin and meat intact and later pork belly 

were selected as animal test samples, as shown below in Figure 31. These skin samples were chosen due to 

their likeness in terms of thickness, density, and other similarities to human skin based off existing literature 

[70], [71]. The Phillips FR2 pads, sourced from AED Solutions Canada, were utilized as the OEM 

commercial pad, and compared to the needle pad, as depicted in Figure 32. With both skin samples being 

refrigerated or frozen in the case of the chicken, moisture content was relatively low and contrasting to a 

live body. As such prior to testing, tap water was added to the surface of both skin samples to reintroduce 

a bit of moisture for the samples to absorb, attempting to replicate a more realistic subdermal condition. 
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Furthermore, to attain consistent data, environmental temperature was considered. Both samples were left 

in room 20-21°C temperature for roughly 12-24 hours to allow the sample temperature to thaw and stabilize.  

 

Figure 31 – Chicken & pork belly animal test samples 

 

Figure 32 – Phillips FR2 adult defibrillator pads 
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Three main test variations were applied to the experimental model to account for possible errors 

and new results attained throughout the testing process. The first approach involved the comparison of the 

microneedle pad with a full OEM defibrillator pad. With those results, a second approach involved 

evaluating the microneedle pad against the OEM pad using an equivalent conductive area method. This 

method involved calculating the exposed area of the needles and revealing an equivalent amount of 

conductive space on the OEM pad, covering the additional space with a non-conducting material. Given 

the measured diameter of the needles being 0.26mm and exposed length to be 4mm, assuming a cylindrical 

shape without both circles for estimation, the equivalent surface area was 1.18 cm2. Following a similar 

approach to evaluate microneedle effectiveness, the third approach utilizes a microneedle & OEM 

integrated pad versus a normal OEM pad. The notion behind this approach follows a study performed by a 

group of researchers from Rice University where they utilized needles as an add-on to a conventional pad 

[65]. By evaluating the microneedle pad as a part of the OEM pad against itself without the add-on, the 

intent would be to obtain results that show an increase in effectiveness as a part of the full pad. Although 

the outcomes may not demonstrate significant findings, they will serve as the foundation for modifications 

in design and additional experimental considerations. Each experimental dataset was repeated at least 3 

times to obtain results and the average value was used to generate the graphs shown in the results.  

3.3.3. Experimental Results – V2  

As presented in section 3.1, the V1, V2, and T parameters used to calculate the resistance were attained 

from the oscilloscope. Like the literature, a decaying signal relative to time was observed. As the resistance 

decreased between the two measurement terminals, the signal would decrease faster and vice versa for an 

increase in resistance. An illustration of this behavior is shown below in Figure 33, a sample graph attained 

for this dataset. For this sample graph, the V1 would be 5.10V, V2 would be 3.52V, and T would be 10ms.  

For test variation 1 using the full OEM pad versus the microneedle pad, it was immediately apparent 

that the flex PCB was not electrically comparable to a regular OEM pad due to the large discrepancy in 

metallic contact area as well as material composition. As discussed in section 2.2 – current electrode 

technology in AEDs, a regular defibrillator paddle uses a metal alloy combination such as tin, aluminum, 

and stainless steel depending on the manufacturer [19]. This conduit coupled with a conductive gel and 

adhesive border maximizes the contact area and energy transfer to the body. In comparison, the flex PCB 

is comprised of stainless-steel needles which are a worse electrical conductor and have far less metallic 

surface area compared to the metallic alloy film. A list of common conductive materials is shown below in 

Table 3, ordered based on their conductivity and resistivity as a reference to this point. 
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Figure 33 – Sample decay signal via experimental methods 

 

Table 3 – Table of resistivity and conductivity at 20°C [72] 

Material Resistivity - ρ [Ω•m] Conductivity - σ [S/m] 

Silver 1.59×10−8 6.30×107 

Copper 1.68×10−8 5.96×107 

Gold 2.44×10−8 4.10×107 

Aluminum 2.82×10−8 3.5×107 

Zinc 5.90×10−8 1.69×107 

Nickel 6.99×10−8 1.43×107 

Iron 1.0×10−7 1.00×107 

Tin 1.09×10−7 9.17×106 

Stainless Steel 6.9×10−7 1.45×106 
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During testing on the chicken skin sample, there was a high degree of deformation and signs of 

separation between the skin and the chicken meat. This resulted in a large degree of variability during data 

collection and presented an unknown of whether the needles were having much of an effect due to the thin 

and near non-fat nature of the chicken medium as opposed to human skin. Additionally, as all inner organs 

and contents had been removed, a hollow bone cavity was the only thing which remained. This did not aid 

in a through-body connection, rather one which was merely on the surface as the path of least resistance. 

This notion was recognized much later in the iterative cycle as an issue once testing was performed on 

larger animal mediums and human cadavers. As such, whole chicken or chicken breast alternatives were 

not used again for future testing.  

On the contrary, despite pork belly being a better test medium than chicken, the abundance of fat 

underneath the skin was noticeable. According to a study by Bouazizi et al. on the properties of biological 

layers within human tissue, fat emerged as the worse conductor, followed by skin, and then muscle [73]. 

Underneath the skin, the pork sample contained a mix between dense layers of fatty material and normal 

belly meat. These layers were not necessarily in sequence, although the fatty layers appeared closer to the 

outer skin surface rather than towards the inner side of the meat. Nevertheless, the acquired data was more 

consistent, showing repeatable trends. This data is presented below in Figures 35 and 36, where the error 

bars represent a 5% variability error. A 5% variability error was chosen to mirror the precision of the 

measurements, influenced by inherent fluctuations in the experimental process and unmanaged external 

variables. This selection aimed to encompass significant variations in the data observed across various 

experimental conditions and samples throughout the study, specifically isolating for the resistance. An 

illustration of how the probes were placed on the animal test samples is presented below in Figure 34.  

 

Figure 34 – Probe placements for animal skin samples (Iteration 2) 
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Figure 35 – Commercial vs. microneedle pad on chicken (Iteration 2) 

 

Figure 36 – Commercial vs. microneedle pad on pork (Iteration 2) 

In the second test variation, to provide a better understanding of how the exposed metallic area 

influenced the results, an equivalent metallic resistance test was performed on the pork belly medium. The 

total surface area exposed by the microneedles calculated and an equivalent was then exposed on the OEM 

pad to provide a better comparison. Like the data acquired in the first test variation, the results still showed 

that the flex PCB had a much higher resistivity compared to either the full commercial pad or its equivalent 
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conductive area comparison. These results are shown below in Figure 37, highlighting a similar statistical 

trend as the first test iteration. 

 

Figure 37 – Equivalent commercial vs. microneedle pad on pork (Iteration 2) 

In the third test variation, it was of interest to see if the microneedles would still enhance the 

behavior of an OEM pad. By taking the flex PCB and puncturing it through an OEM pad, this would allow 

the pads to be electrically shorted together and function as a combined AED pad, as shown in Figure 38. 

The hypothesis was that the combined nature of the pads would allow the OEM pad to make use of the 

effect from the microneedles, reducing overall resistivity between the terminals. The test terminal was 

connected to the OEM pad wire harness while the other was connected to a probe. Tests were performed 

once again on a pork belly medium to evaluate the effect of the needles. Although there was an indication 

of a positive effect by the microneedles, roughly 5-10%, this was not a significant difference as this was 

within a 5% margin of variability error. Considering external factors such as measurement errors, 

temperature change, moisture, noise, and a lack of repeatable testing to confirm the results, many factors 

could have played a part in what was observed. As such, there was not necessarily any conclusive evidence 

to demonstrate that the needles had an effect in reducing the resistivity. Despite this, there was a need to 

further evaluate the outcomes as the combined method showed the most positive demonstration of 

functionality for the microneedles. As discussed earlier, provided that the added conductive area by the 
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microneedles were small compared to the overall size of the OEM pad, these results were not unexpected. 

The results for this test variation are illustrated below in Figure 39.  

 

Figure 38 – Combined commercial needle pad (Iteration 2) 

 

Figure 39 – Commercial vs combined needle pad on pork (Iteration 2)  
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3.4. Iteration 3 

3.4.1. Design Process – V3 

Stemming from the shortcomings of the previous iteration, the goal of iteration 3 was to revisit the combined 

microneedle OEM test method and see if it was possible to obtain significant results, proving positive 

microneedle functionality. To test the previous hypothesis of increasing metallic contact within the medium, 

a wooden nail bed was constructed to validate this notion. The dimensions of the nail bed were consistent 

to the flex PCB and 1.8mm diameter copper nails were inserted into the wooden frame. The same 4mm 

were exposed from each nail which were also consistent with the implementation of the flex PCB 

microneedles. With 61 needles inserted into the wooden base and once again assuming a cylinder 

approximation without the circles, the equivalent surface area was 13.8 cm2. As a reminder, from the former 

design iteration with 36 microneedles, the equivalent surface area was 1.18 cm2. In order to enhance 

metallic conductivity, copper nails were chosen as superior conductors compared to the typical alloy-based 

metallic films commonly found in conventional electrodes (see section 2.3), as illustrated earlier in Table 

3. Although copper is not necessarily biocompatible for all internal medical applications, this iteration was 

solely created to validate a hypothesis with no manufacturable component in mind. By improving both the 

metallic contact and electrical conductivity of the material, the goal was to see a conclusive difference 

between a penetrated skin surface and one without the needles, functioning regularly on the surface. The 

constructed nail bed and its equivalent size comparison to iteration 2 is illustrated below in Figure 40.  

 

Figure 40 – Iteration 3 prototype 
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3.4.2. Test Methodology – V3  

Like the test methodology for the previous iteration, testing followed the sequence defined by section 3.1. 

Terminal 1 was kept consistent as an electrical probe and Terminal 2 was swapped between an OEM pad 

without the needle bed attachment and one with. Following the results from the previous testing, pork belly 

alone was used as the animal skin test medium. The OEM pad remained consistent and remained the Phillips 

FR2 defibrillator pads. As observed previously, temperature swings had a large impact on the internal 

resistance, where colder temperatures meant higher resistance and warmer improved conductivity. The test 

procedure for subsequent tests was adjusted to better address these effects, incorporating extra time for the 

medium to acclimate to room temperature. Moreover, the moisture content was demonstrated to have a 

significant impact on the readings. Despite applying tap water to the skin samples immediately before 

testing, it remained difficult to interpret the oscilloscope graphs at times due to high resistive readings. 

Considering the frozen and relatively dry nature of these animal test mediums, the internal moisture content 

influenced the readings much like temperature did. Samples with higher existing moisture exhibited faster 

signal decay, while those with lower moisture experienced prolonged decay. Of course, this is due to water 

being an excellent conductor of electricity compared to skin [74]. Additionally, literature has shown that 

leaner cuts of meat electrically conduct better than fattier kinds [75]. As such, a leaner cut of pork belly 

was selected as the test medium for these experiments, although the pork belly still contained a significant 

amount of fat due to the nature of where it is cut from. To improve our readings and more easily identify 

changes due to the needles, the animal skin medium was submerged in a saline solution (NaCl) for roughly 

24 hours prior to testing, to improve moisture levels and test sample salinity. A 0.9% saline solution was 

created using household table salt and tap water to replicate the bodily fluid condition in a human body 

[76]. The saline dosing process of an animal sample is shown below in Figure 41. 

 

  Figure 41 – Saline dosing process 
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 In short, based on the experimental methodology during iteration 2, additional factors were 

considered. Testing temperature remained consistent by placing the animal sample at room temperature for 

24 hours at the minimum to allow for proper defrosting and stabilization. Furthermore, an effort was made 

to select a pork sample with a leaner cut rather than fatty. Lastly, a saline dosing bath was provided to the 

test sample prior to testing to improve salinity, overall conductivity, and mimic bodily fluid conditions. The 

primary experimental setup for iteration 3 is shown below in Figure 42.  

 

Figure 42 – Experimental setup (Iteration 3) 

3.4.3. Experimental Results – V3  

In this set of experiments, it was recognized that by having the measurement probe slightly pierced inside 

the skin along with not putting much pressure on the OEM pad, the results between trials were much more 

consistent. In order to maintain consistent pressure, the same experimenter was tasked with applying a 

uniform degree of pressure to the best of their abilities throughout the trials. Additionally, with a testing 

hypothesis to increase contact between the OEM pad and the nail bed beyond the thin alloy film, a set of 

trials were performed with the OEM pad placed on top of the nail bed to fully short the connections through 

the nail heads. However, in this configuration it was recognized that the surface of the OEM pad would not 

contact the test surface, increasing interelectrode resistance. Four distinct setup variations were explored 

within these results; the full OEM pad with a probe, combined needle pad flush & pierced with the skin, 

combined needle pad with needles just touching the surface & not pierced, and the OEM pad placed above 

the needle bed as just discussed. 

From the results, it was observed that the OEM pad still performed the best followed by the needle 

OEM combination pierced, combined needle bed on surface, and OEM pad on top, in that order. 
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Particularly, it was unexpected that the needle OEM combination performed worse than the commercial 

pad alone. Unlike the trend from iteration 2, where the data suggested that the microneedles were positively 

affecting the interelectrode resistance, the results of this test suggested otherwise. With the hypothesis based 

on increasing needle density and a conductive material change thus improving conductivity, the expected 

results were to demonstrate a positive outcome beyond the margin of error. An overview of these results is 

presented below in Figure 43, with error bars illustrating a 5% variability error. 

 

Figure 43 – Commercial vs combined needle pad on pork (Iteration 3) 

A suspicion concerning the OEM needle interface arose following an investigation into the test 

equipment, setup, and procedure to identify any anomalies. To confirm this notion, a conductivity test 

between the nail bed and OEM pad was performed. One terminal of the multimeter was connected to the 

main lead of the OEM while the other rotated between each of the needle ends. Although not immediately 

apparent, this showed that there was an issue in the interface as some nails showed a good connection while 

others did not seem to be properly shorted to the alloy film. Despite some nails showing a good connection 

initially, the stability of these readings would change with slight movements in the needle OEM interface 

such as during pad application or removal. Unlike the flex PCB, the nail heads were not shorted together 
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via a robust conductive channel, rather they were reliant on a thin alloy film to form a strong electrical 

bond.  

Second, although there was a notion to increase needle size, amount, and density within the same 

PCB area, this proved to be a negative aspect. Apart from the issue of the thin conductive film, the 

characteristics of these needles furthermore prevented a good connection. During the needle pad application 

onto the OEM pad, due to the increased diameter of these needles and density, this prevented the needles 

from easily piercing the alloy interface. Instead, additional force was needed to push the needle bed through 

and consequently, this caused the alloy film barrier to tear unevenly rather than in a symmetrical circular 

manner. Lastly, it was observed that the rigid wooden base of the needle pad may have prevented a good 

pad to surface connection. As the wooden base stiffened the OEM pad significantly between the pad’s 

surface and test medium, an additional air gap may have been created. This air gap would further increase 

the skin impedance barrier as there would be parts of the pad not touching the surface, despite all needles 

being pierced. Whereas in comparison to the former iteration, the OEM pad would conform to the surface 

contours without much resistance from the microneedles. As observed in the results, when the surface of 

the OEM pad was not touching the test surface in the two test cases; when the combination pad was not 

pierced into the medium or when the OEM pad was placed directly above the needle bed, this drastically 

increased the skin impedance barrier. Thus, it is hard to ascertain how many needles were functionally 

connected to the system and whether the full OEM pad was touching the skin surface during testing, as with 

each test repetition the condition may have changed. With all these factors in play, further testing was 

required to validate the effectiveness of the subdermal needles and how the integration of microneedles on 

an OEM may be properly achieved.    

3.5. Iteration 4 

3.5.1. Design Process – V4 

Although the third iteration provided many faults in both the construction and implementation of the needle 

pad, the notion to insert needles into a structure and shorting them together remained viable. Revisiting the 

idea of maintaining a flexible base to promote good surface interaction, a flexible TPU base was created, 

designed using SolidWorks. This rectangular needle base measured 6cm by 8cm and was created using 

additive manufacturing. 0.5mm diameter 12mm long nickel-plated steel sequin pins, used for fabric or 

hobby purposes were selected as the needles. In comparison to the stainless-steel scalp microneedles which 

were 0.26-0.3mm in diameter, these microneedles were far more accessible and could be purchased in large 
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quantities without any issue. These needles were inserted into the base, spaced evenly every 5mm for a total 

of 165 inserted needles in an 11 by 15 pattern. The spacing between these needles was relatively generous 

to minimize the tearing behavior in the alloy barrier during needle application. As these needles were quite 

thin, much thinner than the 1.8mm copper nails used in the third iteration, tearing would not be an issue. 

To increase conductivity, nickel plated steel needles were selected as they are more conductive than regular 

stainless steel needles, as per the table defined in section 3.3.3 [72]. Two separate sets of microneedle pads 

were created, one with 6mm of exposed needle and the other with 1.5mm as per the skin thickness according 

to literature. As such, the thickness of the TPU base was adjusted accordingly to these specifications. To 

resolve the connectivity issue, copper tape was used to electrically short all 165 needles together on both 

sides of the base and conductive electrode gel was applied to the skin surface to eliminate any air gaps 

during testing. The construction process and the completed pads are illustrated in Figures 44 through 47. 

 

Figure 44 – Flexible TPU nail base 

 

Figure 45 – Nail insertion method (Iteration 4) 
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Figure 46 – 6mm pad variant (Iteration 4) 

 

Figure 47 – 1.5mm pad variant (Iteration 4) 

As illustrated, this method mimicked the construction of a commercial OEM pad where an alloy 

film is embedded inside a conductive gel layer. With confidence that this iteration would yield positive 

outcomes, the microneedle pads were created with the notion that testing them individually would be 

possible. Like the first two iterations, the microneedle pads would be isolated as test variations in a 

comparison against the commercial pad. Unlike prior, the conductive area of this iteration was much greater 

and more comparable to that of a commercial pad. With the same cylindrical approximation assumptions 

as prior, the conductive area with both needles and the copper base touching the surface was estimated to 

be 63.55 cm2 for 6mm needles and 51.89 cm2 for 1.5mm needles. Due to the Phillips FR2 commercial pads 
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being discontinued making it difficult to source, the Physio-Control Quick-Combo adult defibrillator pads 

were sourced from AED Solutions Canada and selected as the replacement OEM pad. These pads had an 

estimated conductive area of 112.7 cm2 and were slightly larger than the former pads which were around 

95 to 100 cm2. The OEM pads are illustrated below in Figure 48. 

 

Figure 48 – Physio-Control Quick-Combo adult defibrillator pads 

3.5.2. Test Methodology – V4  

With prior experience using the probe as the second terminal in the previous iterations, it was both difficult 

to stabilize and keep consistent throughout the trials. With a slight change in probe depth or orientation, 

this would alter the readings as it would need to be manually held in position. As such, due to the availability 

of materials, a second set of identical pads were used in place of the probe for each test variation. Like 

prior, the experimental model was used as the basis of comparative testing between the OEM pad, a 

combined OEM needle variant, and the needle pads themselves. As mentioned earlier, for the test medium 

it was recognized that despite pork skin being a viable substitute for human tissue, the abundance of fat 

content did not contribute to the accuracy of the readings nor was it similar to a human chest model. As 

such, an alternative whole duck animal sample was used in parallel to the pork belly. Like the chicken 

model, the whole duck sample would have its skin intact, despite being hollowed out. However, given the 

larger animal sample and characteristics of the skin, there was a generous layer of lean meat for the needles 

to puncture into despite the hollowed-out body cavity. Both animal samples were treated with the same 
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0.9% saline bath and defrosted, if applicable for a minimum 24 hours at room temperature before testing. 

This duck sample is shown below in Figure 49.   

 

Figure 49 – Whole duck test medium 

To evaluate the proper functionality of the needle pads, the 6mm needle pads were used. As always, 

the first test variation evaluated the OEM pads themselves, followed by combined OEM needle pad, and 

finally the needle pads themselves. Once the 6mm needles were punctured through the pad, the exposed 

needles would be closer to 4mm, identical to previous iterations, as illustrated in Figure 50. Because of the 

internal wire harness connection of the OEM pad, it was observed that the needles could not fully puncture 

to the same degree in a small area at the center of the pad, as illustrated.  

 

Figure 50 – Combined OEM needle pad (Iteration 4) 
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 In both animal test samples, the center-to-center distance of the pads were kept consistent at roughly 

15cm apart. The pads were placed as far apart as possible on both samples and a gap was left in between 

the pads to avoid the conductive gel touching both sides. For the duck sample, the pads were placed on the 

meatier chest side of the sample for better pad to surface interaction. The pad placement locations for the 

animal samples are shown below in Figure 51 and 52.  

 

Figure 51 – Pad placement pork sample (Iteration 4) 

 

Figure 52 – Pad placement duck sample (Iteration 4) 

 Based on the results shown in the next section, the needle pads demonstrated sufficient functionality 

to reduce the skin-impedance barrier in animal models. Thus, the next step was to perform testing on human 

tissue. Being unable to acquire a chest skin sample from an unembalmed specimen at the time, a human 

unembalmed thigh sample was used. The thigh sample was part of an intact human leg, encompassing the 

majority of the femur and extending down to the toes. This sample was frozen prior and defrosted for 24 

hours or more prior to testing, to allow both inner and outer tissue to acclimatize to room temperature. The 

male thigh specimen was average in terms of a lean-to-fat ratio and the donor’s cause of death was COVID-

19. Prior knee dissection was performed on the sample, but the leg remained intact with the thigh portion 
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untouched. Otherwise, there were no abnormalities observed on the human leg. The pads were placed on 

opposite sides of the thigh, with one pad placed medially on the inner thigh and the other placed laterally 

on the outer thigh. The surface center-to-center distance of the pads was roughly 18cm apart. Three test 

variations were used for this sample, the equivalent masked area OEM pads, 6mm needle pads, and 1.5mm 

needle pads. The 1.5mm needle pads were created after testing on animal models for the sole purpose of 

testing on human tissue, where the exposed depth of the needles conforms with literature. As the specimen 

already contained a decent level of moisture internally, the saline bath was not necessary nor practical.  As 

the human leg was harvested without embalming or treatment, the original blood and bodily fluids were 

preserved within the cadaver medium and subsequently frozen. To prevent any changes to the internal 

moisture content, the thigh area was not immersed in saline solution. However, just prior to testing, a saline 

absorbed gauze would be wrapped around the thigh for several minutes to increase levels of surface 

moisture. The pad placement location for the human thigh sample is shown below in Figure 53.  

 

Figure 53 – Pad placement human thigh specimen (Iteration 4) 

3.5.3. Experimental Results – V4  

In the animal skin tests, there was a meaningful reduction in resistance via the needle pads. For the pork 

belly sample, based on the average value of the OEM pads as a benchmark value, there was roughly a 10% 

improvement via the combined configuration and a 7% improvement via the needle pads alone. As 

observed, both needle variants demonstrated positive effects as a result of the needles beyond a 5% standard 

variability error. Although the combined OEM pads demonstrated slightly better results in this instance 

compared to the needle pads alone, both needle variants were similar in magnitude and were within 5% of 

each other as shown in the graph below. Likewise, for the duck sample, there was roughly an 11% 

improvement via the combined configuration and a 15% improvement via the needle pads. This set of data 
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was significant as the magnitudes were outside of the 5% variability error. Once again, both needle pad 

variants were similar in magnitude, with the needle pads alone being slightly better than the combined 

variant. With the whole duck specimen, this demonstrated the needle pad’s ability to conform to the surface 

with no issue due to the flexible TPU base. Additionally, the density of the needles was not an issue as 

most, if not all needles were able to puncture through the animal skin samples as the data suggests. The 

results are summarized below in Figures 54 and 55, with error bars indicating a 5% variability error. 

 

Figure 54 – Commercial vs needle pads on pork (Iteration 4)  

 

Figure 55 – Commercial vs needle pads on duck (Iteration 4) 
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 Due to similarities in performance between the combined needle variant and needle pads alone, the 

next step was to validate the functionality of pad needles on a human tissue. Despite the conductive area of 

the needle pads being roughly 50% the amount on a conventional pad, the results on the animal samples 

demonstrated the immediate effectiveness of the needle pads, with the combined effects of the conductive 

material change and the needles of course. With the human thigh specimen, there was roughly a 13% 

improvement via the 6mm needles and a 22% improvement via the 1.5mm needles. Although one would 

think that the increased depth of the needles would be beneficial in improving conductivity, in this instance, 

due to the shape of the surface and skin characteristics of the human thigh after being frozen, it was clearly 

observed that the 6mm needles had a hard time piercing the surface during application. Hence, as 

demonstrated by the results, the 6mm needle pad did not fully conform to the surface and prevented a degree 

of needles not breaking the skin barrier. In comparison, although this issue may have also arisen with the 

1.5mm pads, it was observed that there was not as much skin resistance preventing puncture given needle 

depth. With the needle tips positioned closer to the base surface, theoretically, this minimized the horizontal 

swaying of the needles during application, although this aspect was not readily observable. As per this 

notion, the 1.5mm pads were noticeably easier to puncture into the surface, encountering less resistance 

from the skin pushing back along with the reduced penetration depth. Nevertheless, both needle variants 

exceeded the 5% margin of variability error to validate the effectiveness of the needles. The results are 

illustrated below in Figure 56.             

 

Figure 56 – Commercial vs needle pads on human thigh (Iteration 4)  
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Given the nature of the human thigh, unlike the animal samples from prior, there was a much higher 

degree of internal resistance. With the skin, muscles, fat content, human fluids, and bone there are many 

more internal obstacles for the current to pass through from one terminal to the other terminal of the pads. 

Due to this, the degree of improvement should be relative to just the effects of the skin as there is no way 

to overcome all internal aspects of the human body, nor the variability of it between different human 

specimens. Referring back to the project objectives, the goal of this project is to demonstrate the 

effectiveness of a microneedle-based defibrillator pad in overcoming the skin resistance, not the highly 

independent nature of the internal composition from person to person. As such, to further compare the 

effectiveness of the needle pads, the skin layer was removed from the thigh specimen, leaving behind as 

much content not pertaining to the skin as possible. The thigh sample is illustrated below in Figure 57.     

 

Figure 57 – Thigh sample skin removal (Iteration 4) 

 As observed above, the location of the removed skin samples corresponded to where the test pads 

were placed during experimentation. The yellow layer left behind is the fatty layer which covers the inner 

muscles of the thigh. Once the skin was removed, the OEM pads were placed in these two cutouts and the 

resistance was measured. The measured value removes the resistance imposed by the skin and considers 

the rest of the internal resistance only. This value is marked in red dashes on the graph above and signifies 

a 63% improvement from the OEM pads on the surface after skin removal. This demonstrates that although 

the needle pads are bypassing some resistance, approximately 22% provided by the skin as measured, it 

does not bypass all of it and further efforts could be made to optimize the needle pads to approach this 

baseline value in this current pad iteration.   
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3.6. Iteration 5 

3.6.1. Design Process – V5 

With success in validating the effectiveness of subdermal needles and factoring necessary design 

conditions; using sufficient needle density, ensuring good surface interaction, and proper needle depth, the 

next step involved developing a prototype with functioning microneedles. This circles back to the initial 

goals of this project to produce a functional microneedle-based defibrillator pad. With the rather difficult 

manufacturing process and hard to maintain uniformity of the scalp microneedles in the first two iterations, 

a different manufacturing process was needed. Based on literature discussed in Chapter 2 with developing 

functional microneedle electrodes such as with Mahony et al., a commercial bulk micromachining method 

was selected to produce a set of microneedle arrays using a metallized silicon substrate [40], [77]. With the 

nanofabrication of these needles outside the scope of this research, the needle arrays were developed in 

partnership with the Waterloo Institute for Nanotechnology.  

 The notion behind this prototype was to integrate a set of microneedle arrays, while retaining the 

proven flexible nature of the needle base to encourage surface conformity. By nature, the silicon wafer 

substrate is a brittle material and lacks any form of flexibility unlike the ductile nature of most metals [78]. 

To balance the flexibility of the pad while maintaining a degree of rigidity to support the needles during 

pad application, the notion was to design a set of needle clusters which could then be placed separately on 

the pad, allowing pad flexibility in the non-substrate areas between. Given the limitations of a 1mm thick 

(100 crystal orientation) silicon wafer, the maximum manufacturable needle height was approximately 

0.7mm. For prototype purposes, this should be sufficient to overcome any needle displacement in skin 

indentation due to physical skin characteristics. Although 0.7mm does not bypass the 1.5mm average skin 

thickness of a human being, 0.7mm would theoretically be enough to fully pierce the epidermis layer of the 

skin which ranges between 0.05mm to 0.15mm thick and likely to pierce the stratum corneum layer which 

ranges between 0.01mm to 0.03mm, as discussed earlier. Unlike prior where the design consideration was 

to verify the functionality of the needles, hopefully piercing both epidermis and dermis layers of the animal 

samples, 0.7mm was sufficient based on project objectives to reduce the majority of inherent skin resistance 

via the epidermis, as discussed in Chapter 2. While it is feasible to manufacture longer needles using a 

thicker silicon wafer, constraints related to equipment, resources, and overall production time rendered this 

option impractical. Additionally, to produce a defibrillator pad with sufficient microneedle clusters within 

resource constraints, only a single pad was created versus a pair.  
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The process flow to manufacture the needle arrays are detailed as follows: 

1. Substrate Preparation: 

A 1mm thick silicon wafer, featuring a 100 crystal orientation and measuring 4 inches in diameter, 

underwent cleaning to remove debris and dust using acetone with ultrasonication for 5 minutes.  This 

step was crucial, as the bulk micromachining process employed to manufacture the microneedles would 

be constructed directly perpendicular to this surface. 

2. Needle Mask Pattern Preparation: 

A 48mm-by-48mm mask was created using KLayout, an integrated circuit layout editor. This mask 

consisted of 9 microneedle clusters, each with a 2.2mm needle pitch (the center-to-center distance 

between needles) and contained 25 needles per cluster. Since the final microneedle height determined 

the mask size, the needle pitch or spacing between needles on the mask needed to be approximately 

three times the final height of the needle to guarantee the proper creation of all needles and ensure 

overall stability. As such, the density of the microneedle array was maximized within the constraint of 

a 0.7mm needle height. This mask pattern is illustrated below in Figure 58, where white indicates the 

exposed silicon and red indicates the masked areas of the wafer. 

 

Figure 58 – Microneedle mask pattern (µm) 
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3. Low Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD) 

A 200nm silicon nitride layer was deposited on both sides of the silicon wafer via an LPCVD process 

deposition. The silicon nitride (SiN) layer was used as the main masking material for the microneedle 

pattern. Figure 59 illustrates the silicon nitride layer following its application onto the wafer. 

 

Figure 59 – LPCVD SiN deposition 

4. Patterning 

An AZ nLOF 2035 photoresist was deposited onto the wafer and UV-lithography was utilized to pattern 

the resist according to the previously defined mask pattern. The photoresist functioned as the mask of 

the SiN layer, safeguarding the areas marked in red from being etched away. Following the photoresist 

lithography, reactive ion etching (RIE) was used to etch away the unprotected areas of the SiN layer, 

forming the masked pattern.  

5. Mechanical/Blade Dicing 

An AZ P4620 photoresist was deposited onto the wafer via spin coating to protect the SiN mask layer 

during the dicing process. The dicing dimensions for each cluster were 1.6cm by 1.6cm and were 

mechanically diced, resulting in final clusters measuring approximately 1.3cm by 1.3cm. The AZ 

P4620 (thicker) and nLOF 2035 (thinner) photoresists were then removed using acetone following 

dicing. The diced wafer and remaining SiN mask layer, in green is illustrated below in Figure 60. 
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Figure 60 – Silicon wafer sample after dicing 

6. Wet Etching 

A 29wt% potassium hydroxide (KOH) solution at 80°C was used to etch the pattern for approximately 

10 hours. The remaining SiN material was fully removed during the etching process as the needles were 

formed. The desired needle height, 700 microns, was defined by the etching rate divided by the growth 

rate. In the case of these microneedles, the etch rate averaged around 72 microns per hour, totaling 10 

hours to achieve the desired microneedle height. A scanning electron microscope (SEM) image of the 

etching process is shown below in Figure 61, with the microneedle on  the verge of being fully formed. 

 

Figure 61 – Etching of microneedles 
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7. Cleaning 

The needle arrays underwent an RCA cleaning process for 5 minutes at 75°C to remove contaminants 

on the wafer surface. The RCA-1 clean recipe was as follows, H20 (43%): NH4OH (27%): H202 (30%) 

at a 5:1:1 ratio. The wafers following the RCA cleaning process are depicted below in Figure 62. 

 

Figure 62 – Microneedle arrays after RCA clean 

8. Metal Deposition 

Two metallic layers were deposited onto the silicon arrays through e-beam evaporation: a 50nm 

titanium (Ti) base layer to enhance adhesion, followed by a 50nm layer of gold (Au). The images of 

the 8 completed needle arrays/clusters are shown below in Figure 63. Unfortunately, one of the nine 

clusters was damaged during manufacturing and was not received. 

 

Figure 63 – Completed microneedle clusters 
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 After the microneedle clusters were completed, SEM images were taken to measure the dimensions 

of the needles. All needles were confirmed to have an average height of 700μm (0.7mm) and a needle tip 

diameter of 3μm (0.003mm), as shown in the following images below in Figures 64 and 65. 

 

Figure 64 – SEM images of microneedle height measurement 

 

Figure 65 – SEM image of microneedle tip measurement 

After the microneedles were produced, they were attached using double-sided tape onto a flexible 

TPU base measuring 5cm by 8cm, slightly smaller than the needle base used previously. The TPU base was 

designed to maximize flexibility so excess material was removed from the needle base. To account for the 

thickness of the electrical wiring between the microneedles, the clusters were elevated off the surface of 
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the base, creating a cavity. The design and particularly depth of the cavity was key to encourage surface 

interaction between the microneedle clusters and the skin while preventing the wiring harness from causing 

any disturbances. This attachment process is illustrated below in Figure 66. 

 

Figure 66 – Microneedle cluster attachment 

 As the metallic coating was only applied to one side of the needle array due to the process restriction 

of e-beam evaporation, wiring of the clusters could only be done using the surface. Despite some degree of 

interaction between the wiring and the microneedles which is not ideal, this proved to be the only manner 

for which a consistent connection could be formed. Various methods were attempted including using 

conductive copper taping or wiring just on the sloped edges, but they did not pass the basic electrical 

resistivity test. In addition, once the surface of the clusters had gotten saturated from the skin sample or 

electrode gel, the adhesives would begin to fail, disconnecting whatever connection was properly 

connected. Hence, it was determined that by running a wire from one side of the pad across the surface of 

the cluster, this would ensure a stable connection due to sufficient contact area and furthermore, vertical 

forces during pad application would ensure good wire to pad surface contact. As such, to minimize the wire 

interference, a relatively thin 24-gauge electrical wire was connected to each microneedle cluster. The wire 

was not tinned to allow ductility and promote surface conformity with the clusters. Each side of the wire 

was held in place via conductive copper tape and each cluster was connected separately with an individual 

wired connection. As per the project motivation, with the notion for future work in individual control of 

microneedle clusters, each cluster was connected separately as per this concept. This would also allow the 

evaluation of any number of these clusters during experimentation if so desired. Lastly, the wires were 

connected to a terminal block to function as the microneedle pad lead for experimentation. Following each 

experiment session, the old copper tape would be removed and replaced with a fresh set to ensure continued 
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adhesion of the wires. Resistance testing would be performed prior to each testing session to ensure all pads 

were properly connected to their wire harness. With the wire harnesses properly connected to the terminal 

block, the system resistance from the terminal to each cluster ranged between 0.9Ω – 2.3Ω. The completed 

prototype of the fifth iteration is illustrated below in Figure 67.          

 

Figure 67 – Microneedle pad prototype (Iteration 5) 

3.6.2. Test Methodology – V5  

Using the experimental model, three separate cadaver mediums were used to evaluate the microneedle pads. 

First, a set of experiments were run using the human thigh sample from the last iteration. The OEM pads, 

Physio-Control Quick-Combo adult defibrillator pads were compared against the microneedle pad, with the 

other terminal remaining consistent as OEM pad. Similar to the last iteration, the skin layer at the test 

surface was removed to isolate the effects presented by the skin and revaluated using the set of OEM pads 

to determine a comparative OEM baseline value. Following this experiment, a second set of tests were run 

using the removed skin alone. The two human thigh skin samples were placed approximately 15cm apart 

from center-to-center on a conductive steel plate, substituting in as the internal resistance within a test 

medium. As an alternative method to measure the effects of the pads on the skin without the noise created 

by the high internal resistance of the human body, this would yield more conclusive results. The same test 

pad variants would be used on the skin and the OEM baseline value would simply be when the skin was 

removed off the conductive plate. An equivalent surface area equaling to 8 microneedle clusters was masked 

off for the OEM pad.  As we saw earlier in the first several iterations, when the microneedle pad had 
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substantially less conductive surface area than the OEM pad, it was difficult to verify the effects of the 

needles. By removing all the values lower than the typical baseline and substituting in a conductive plate 

with low inherent resistance, the effects of the microneedle pad can be better observed. The test setup of 

this experiment is illustrated below in Figure 68.  

 

Figure 68 – Human thigh skin sample evaluation  

 Second, in collaboration with the Human Anatomy Dissection Laboratory at the University of 

Waterloo, a newly deceased fully intact unembalmed human cadaver body was acquired. This body was 

never frozen prior and was kept in a refrigerated morgue condition between 2°C (36°F) to 4°C (39°F) for 

several days leading up to the experiment. The body was left to acclimate to room temperature for roughly 

26 hours prior to testing and bringing the internal resistance to more recordable levels. Although it was not 

possible to raise the inner temperature of a cadaver body to normal biological temperatures around 37°C 

(98.6°F) [79], letting the inner body acclimate to a warmer temperature would prove beneficial to observing 

the decay behavior of the signals with pad variations. The donor was a 90-year-old male weighing 51kg 

/112lbs and the cause of death was COVID-19 & advanced dementia. Identical testing sequences were 

performed by evaluating the effects of the OEM pad versus the microneedle pad. To characterize the 

behavior of the microneedle clusters, the number of clusters were incrementally connected to the terminal 

block, increasing from 1 to 8 number of clusters. This test sequence would demonstrate the functionality of 

the needle pad, validating the increased effect of the needles with each incremental microneedle array. The 

pads were placed diagonally on the frontside of the chest, one placed above the right nipple below the 

clavicle on the sternum and the other placed below the left nipple towards the side of the chest laterally. 

Due to the use of an adult cadaver body, the anterior-lateral pad placement method was used rather than an 
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anterior-posterior method commonly used for children [80]. The center-to-center location between the pads 

was approximately 33cm/13inches apart. The pads were placed on the cadaver as shown in Figure 69.  

 

Figure 69 – Full body cadaver pad placement (Iteration 5) 

Third, as it was not possible to remove any skin from the full body cadaver, chest skin was harvested 

from a different cadaver. This cadaver was also an unembalmed specimen but was frozen prior. After 

defrosting the body, two pieces of chest skin were harvested from the general area described above for adult 

pad placement, minimizing the amount of lipids extracted. The harvested skin samples are shown below in 

Figure 70.  

 

Figure 70 – Harvested cadaver chest skin (Iteration 5)  
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Using a caliper and two sheets of clear plastic, the skin thickness was measured to be 1.2mm, a 

value in line with the thickness of human skin as previously described according to literature. The donor 

was a 96-year-old female weighing 39kg / 86lbs and the cause of death was a combination of heart failure, 

pneumonia, and dementia. The skin was placed on a conductive steel plate with a center-to-center distance 

of approximately 18cm / 7inches apart. The interelectrode resistance was measured in the same manner as 

the previous set of experiments, incrementally increasing the number of microneedle clusters. Furthermore, 

to gather more data and confirm the validity of the results, this test was run again with a minor procedural 

adjustment on a separate day. To provide a better one-for-one comparison against the OEM pad, similar to 

the test methodology in iteration 2, an equivalent OEM characterization was performed. The equivalent 

conductive surface area was calculated for 2, 4, 6, and 8 number of microneedle clusters and likewise, the 

matching surface area on the OEM was exposed. Transparent plastic sheets were cut to sizes and were 

placed over the surface of the OEM pad in incremental order to mask the equivalent 2, 4, 6, and 8 cluster 

areas. The experimental setup as well as the constructed OEM masks are shown below in Figures 71 and 

72. The table defining the conductive surface areas of each pad variant is detailed below in Table 4.  

 

Figure 71 – OEM masks for equivalent cluster areas 
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Figure 72 – Cadaver chest skin sample evaluation (Iteration 5) 

 

Table 4 – Estimated conductive surface areas of pad variants 

Pad Variant Dimensions (cm) Estimated Conductive Surface Area (cm
2
) 

OEM Pad (Quick-Combo) 9.8 x 11.5 112.70 

1# – Needle Cluster 1.3 x 1.3 1.69 

2# – Needle Clusters – 3.38 

4# – Needle Clusters – 6.76 

6# – Needle Clusters – 10.14 

8# – Needle Clusters – 13.52 

~67# – Needle Clusters 

(Equivalent OEM) 
– 113.23 
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3.6.3. Experimental Results – V5  

For the human thigh sample, there was approximately a 5.5% improvement via the microneedle pad 

compared to an equivalently masked OEM pad. Relative to the OEM system baseline, where the skins were 

removed and the OEM pads were placed directly on the lipid layer of the thigh, a 6.5% reduction was 

observed. Although the measured median resistance values between the equivalent OEM and microneedle 

variations are similar in magnitude within a 5% variability range, four separate repetitions were performed 

to ensure accurate results. Additionally, it can be observed that the percentage reduction via the microneedle 

pads is very similar to the OEM baseline value after the skins were removed from the thigh. Due to the high 

internal resistance of a cadaver medium, similarities in the results were to be expected. The results of the 

human thigh evaluation are illustrated below in Figure 73, with error bars illustrating a 5% variability error.  

 

Figure 73 – OEM vs microneedle pad on human thigh (Iteration 5) 

 Likewise, for the human thigh skin evaluation on a conductive plate, a 17% improvement was 

observed via the microneedle pads compared to an equivalent OEM pad. Regarding the OEM system 

baseline, this time removing the skins from the plate and measuring the resistance via two OEM pads, there 

was a 37% improvement. Immediately, it can be observed that relative to the skin itself, there was a higher 

degree of improvement comparing one pad to the other. The magnitudes of both pad variations are outside 
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of the 5% variability error. Unlike the cadaver test on the full human thigh, there remains a 20% difference 

between the OEM baseline and the existing microneedle pad which could be improved with design revisions 

and other design factors. In either test, the improvement trend favors the microneedle pad versus an 

equivalent OEM counterpart and validates proper function of the pad design as was intended. The results 

of the human skin thigh evaluation on a conductive plate are illustrated below in Figure 74.    

 

Figure 74 – Pad resistance comparison of human thigh skin on plate (Iteration 5) 

To further demonstrate the functionality of the microneedles, a pad characterization evaluation was 

performed on a full human body cadaver, simulating the most realistic use case for a defibrillation medium. 

No baseline value was measured relative to the skin removed, as mentioned in the test methodology. From 

the results, using the full OEM pad as the comparison, it can be seen that the OEM pad has a lower 

interelectrode resistance versus the microneedle pad. Given that the entire microneedle pad is close to 9x 

smaller than the conductive surface of the Quick-Combo OEM pad, this result was to be expected and 

provides good context in comparison. Additionally, it can be seen that with each cluster connected to the 

system, a relatively noticeable rate of improvement is observed as we increase the number of clusters. As 

seen in the full thigh sample, due to the high inherent resistance in a cold cadaver body relative to the skin, 

which is of room temperature, slight changes in pad variations may not always result in the most noticeable 
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effects in terms of resistance. Particularly, in the middle number of clusters between 3 to 6, there does not 

immediately appear to be a drop-off. Factoring in the 5% variability error and after checking that the 

microneedles were properly connected; the data suggests that it was simply hard to evaluate the differences 

between cluster additions rather than being complete outliers in the data. Furthermore, looking at the dataset 

in its entirety, the progressive trend from one cluster to eight remains sound. The results from the full body 

pad characterization are shown below in Figure 75, with error bars illustrating a 5% variability error.  

 

Figure 75 – Microneedle pad characterization of full body human cadaver (Iteration 5) 

Lastly, the pad characterization experiments were performed on human cadaver chest skin using a 

conductive plate. The OEM baseline value with the skin removed and the OEM pads on the conductive 

plate are highlighted by dashed red lines on the graphical results. For the first evaluation, it can be observed 

that the distinctive trend in degree of improvement via each additional microneedle cluster is more 

pronounced than on the full body, reflecting the results from the human thigh evaluation. For the second 

test, the results also demonstrate the same progressive trend for both equivalent OEM and microneedle pad 

clusters. The implications of these results are discussed in the next chapter. The results from the first and 

second human chest skin pad characterization on a conductive plate are shown below in Figures 76 and 77, 

with error bars illustrating a 5% variability error.  
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Figure 76 – Test #1 microneedle pad characterization of human chest skin on plate (Iteration 5) 

 

Figure 77 – Test #2 microneedle pad characterization of human chest skin on plate (Iteration 5) 
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Chapter 4 

4. Discussion 

The present study examined the necessity of improving the portability of AEDs by integrating microneedle-

based electrodes, specifically their potential capabilities to improve the electrode-skin interface. This was 

accomplished by creating a set of operational MN electrode prototypes and then assessing their efficacy in 

decreasing the electrode-skin resistance in comparison to a conventional AED pad. It was hypothesized that 

a functional AED MN pad, demonstrating proper connectivity and resistivity characteristics, would exhibit 

a meaningful reduction in resistance. By addressing this aspect, it would allow for a reduction in the size 

and specifications of essential electrical components, thereby significantly decreasing the weight of an 

AED, and potentially enhancing cost-efficiency for both manufacturers and consumers. In this chapter, the 

results of the experimental methodology are discussed and validated in comparison with previous literature. 

Due to the limited availability of literature specifically on the development of MN electrodes for AED 

applications, only secondary comparisons and validations were conducted. Additionally, the implications 

and possible sources of error in the experimental process were discussed. A preliminary biocompatibility 

and safety assessment was conducted to validate the construction of the final iterative design of the MN 

prototype. Lastly, the insights and potential impact of this study were identified and are presented in this 

chapter.   

4.1. Iterative Design & Experimental Methodology  

In Chapter 3, a series of microneedle pad designs were iteratively developed and evaluated via an 

experimental model. This experimental model, derived from a study by Kugelberg, utilized a DC powered 

parallel resistor-capacitor circuit, otherwise known as a parallel RC circuit [67]. This circuit depicted the 

behavioral dynamics of a cycle involving charging and discharging an AED during defibrillation. Through 

this process, we quantitatively measured the inter-electrode resistance across various test mediums, 

including animal test samples and human cadaver mediums. As seen in literature, this was not the only 

method to evaluate the inter-electrode resistance, as an AC powered parallel RC circuit was also a viable 

option for the evaluation of biopotential electrodes, as depicted in Chapter 2. For this method, a range of 

frequencies from low to high were provided as an input, with results illustrating the associated inter-

electrode impedance as a result.  
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There were several reasons why the experimental methodology was based on the former DC model 

rather than the later AC model for this study. As noted prior, modern AEDs typically utilize a DC power 

source via a biphasic waveform, where the current provided is one of low frequency. As the AC model 

analyzes the behavior of the electrodes under a dynamic high-frequency nature, the relevant measurements 

for AED applications would only pertain to the lower-frequency range. The AC RC circuit model considers 

the impedance of the electrodes as a function of frequency, considering both resistance and capacitive 

components of the load component, while possibly incorporating any inductive elements. This scenario 

refers to section 2.4 – microneedle technology overview, where literature illustrated the differences between 

a microneedle electrode and a conventional wet electrode for the electrode-skin interface, the load 

component of the electrical system [41]. Specifically, it was discussed that the untreated stratum corneum 

layer (top layer) possessed both a resistive and capacitive component, where the viable epidermis 

underneath was purely resistive. In comparison, the DC RC circuit model simplifies this behavior by 

treating the entire inter-electrode resistance, including the epidermis as purely resistive. At low frequencies, 

the impedance (Zc) of the capacitor in the load itself would be high because the capacitive reactance (Xc) is 

inversely proportional the frequency (f) according to the formula 𝑋𝑐 =
1

2𝜋𝑓𝐶
 , where C represents the 

capacitance [81].  

As frequency (f) decreases, the capacitive reactance (Xc) increases by this relation. Furthermore, at 

extremely low frequencies, the reactance approaches infinity, effectively acting as an open circuit. Thus, at 

low-frequency signals, the capacitive components can be considered as open circuits, with the component 

impedance being negligible. As the capacitor and resistive component of the load are connected in parallel 

to each other, the current will only pass through the inter-electrode resistive component, comprised of the 

skin and the test medium. Similarly with a DC circuit model where the frequency is 0 Hz, the capacitor acts 

as an insulator or open circuit [82]. Hence, as noted by Kugelberg in his study, with either AC or DC 

current, the influence of the inter-electrode resistance would be the same as the current will only pass 

through the purely resistive component of the inter-electrode interface at low frequencies [68]. Therefore, 

a DC parallel RC circuit model was chosen for this purpose, aiming to comprehend the effect of capacitor 

charging and discharging on the overall electrode-skin resistance and evaluate electrode quality. 

 An iterative electrode design process was employed when developing AED MN electrodes as it 

allowed for continual refinement and improvement in the electrode design. As outlined in Chapter 2, the 

experimental literature on microneedle (MN) electrode development was primarily focused on monitoring 

biopotential signals and applying biofeedback stimuli. Each of these investigations employed different 
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fabrication methods, materials, electrode specifications, and experimental approaches to evaluate the 

efficacy of their microneedle (MN) electrode. They assessed various aspects such as the enhancement of 

biopotential signal strength, reduction of signal noise, or measurement of electrode-skin impedance. 

Although similarities were noted across the studies, the results diverged notably, with none specifically 

conducted on transthoracic human skin, which corresponds to their intended application area. Additionally, 

there was a lack of literature on the development of microneedle electrodes for AED applications, as this 

study represented a novel venture. Given the production of diverse microneedles through various 

fabrication techniques, particularly with variations in microneedle array specifications, and deviating 

resulting performance, it was crucial to determine what would be effective for AED applications. It was 

essential not only to illustrate the proposed advantages of microneedles but also to determine which 

fabrication technique would be suitable for a distinct application compared to literature, with a focus on 

transthoracic skin placement. Most notably, an AED microneedle electrode would have considerably larger 

dimensions compared to those utilized for other electrode applications discussed in the literature.  

Therefore, five unique prototypes were developed iteratively, with concise justifications provided in 

Chapter 3, following the results of each design. A concise recap of these justifications will be revisited, 

highlighting key points. Due to the absence of experimental studies focusing on the effectiveness of MN 

electrodes in reducing electrode interface resistance in transthoracic human skin, the initial three iterations 

were designed to investigate this concept, culminating in a significant outcome achieved in the fourth and 

fifth iteration. The first iteration involved a flexible PCB with microneedles attached to predetermined 

positions through soldering and subsequently welding, both aimed at establishing a reliable electrical 

connection. The result of this iteration revealed that the pad failed both the initial connectivity tests and 

resistivity tests, indicating inadequate connections with the microneedles. For the second iteration, a 

modified flexible PCB was employed to improve needle adhesion, coupled with a crimped attachment 

method to securely affix the needles. In both iterations, solid prefabricated subdermal scalp microneedles, 

measuring 0.3mm in diameter, served as the primary needle component. The main challenge posed by these 

prefabricated microneedles was that constructing the electrode around their specifications to achieve the 

desired height, density, and thickness would prove challenging, making it difficult to guarantee uniformity 

across the pad. Thus, the exposed needle height using prefabricated microneedles was adjusted to be 

approximately 5mm. Meanwhile, owing to the significant variance in conductive surface area between the 

microneedle pad and a conventional AED pad, the outcomes were unfavorable, with no evidence of a 

reduction in resistance.  
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The objective of the third iteration was to improve the conductive properties of the penetrated 

electrode component by employing larger, more conductive nails to validate this principle. The intention 

was to create a more accurate comparison with the conventional by augmenting the conductive surface area 

of the subdermal component. Nevertheless, excessive emphasis on augmenting the conductive surface area 

within the same pad area led to a high density of needles, impeding proper electrode-skin contact and 

conformity, thereby yielding comparable inadequate outcomes. For the fourth iteration, prefabricated solid 

needles were once again employed, capitalizing on the shortcomings identified in the third iteration. More 

precisely, hobby needles (sequin pins), measuring 0.5mm in diameter, were chosen for their affordability, 

accessibility, and suitability for prototyping purposes. The needles were evenly spaced apart, with ample 

room left between them to prevent any concerns regarding complete penetration into the test medium. 

Considering the shorter manufactured length of these needles, the needle height was set at approximately 

1.5mm, reflecting the average skin thickness as reported in the literature. The outcomes of this iteration 

showed promising effects, indicating a decrease in resistance in both animal and human thigh test mediums. 

Since solid hobby needles (sequin pins) were utilized in creating this electrode prototype, it became 

necessary to conduct additional assessments regarding the functionality of a microneedle electrode, 

especially considering the minimally invasive nature of the needles. Furthermore, in line with the 

objectives, it was imperative to develop a functional prototype that closely resembled an electrode capable 

of direct integration with an AED as a commercial product.  

Therefore, the fifth iteration of the electrode prototype was crafted using one of the several 

traditional solid microneedle fabrication methods, namely bulk micromachining. Unlike pre-manufactured 

microneedles used for other applications, this fabrication method enabled precise control over needle 

density, thickness, number of needles per array, and uniformity in needle height, without compromising the 

thickness of the overall electrode. The manufactured needles measured 0.7mm in height with a needle tip 

diameter of 3μm (0.003mm). Eight clusters with 25 needles per array were affixed to a thin flexible TPU 

base. While other conventional methods could have been chosen for manufacturing the microneedles, this 

method was the most accessible for prototyping purposes, with the possibility of exploring other methods 

in future endeavors. To assess the functionality of this electrode, a pad characterization evaluation was 

conducted, measuring the effect of each microneedle cluster in comparison to a full conventional electrode. 

The outcomes of this test were not immediately evident, as further extrapolation would be necessary to 

directly compare equivalently sized pads. Similar to the issue encountered in earlier iterations, this arises 

from the significant difference in conductive surface area between the fifth iterative microneedle pad and a 
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conventional AED pad. The extrapolated outcomes of this experimental model are discussed in the 

following section.  

4.2. Implications of Experimental Model 

To achieve a more quantitative comparison of electrode performance, a line of best fit using common 

trendlines was overlaid onto the microneedle results from cluster-to-cluster, extrapolating the necessary 

number of MN clusters required to match the performance of the conventional electrode. Utilizing the 

equation derived from the line of best fit, the extrapolated cluster performance for an equivalently sized 

OEM pad, approximately 67 clusters (refer to Table 4), was determined. The x axis represents the number 

of clusters, and the y axis represents the projected resistance. The intersection points between this curve 

and the horizontally drawn line, which is the measured resistance of a baseline value, illustrates the 

equivalent comparison. As the fifth iterative MN electrode design had a conductive area approximately 

one-eighth the size of a conventional pad, it became imperative to extrapolate the performance of a full-

sized MN AED pad that would be used in real-life scenarios. Utilizing an extrapolated approach enabled 

us to derive relevant data by projecting the performance curve through observed MN cluster results. By 

utilizing relatable data consistent with the specifications of AED electrodes, we were able to draw 

meaningful conclusions regarding the quantitative and qualitative impact of microneedle AED electrodes.  

As a start, we will first discuss the results of the full body human cadaver, as shown in the next 

figure. The line of best fit for this set of data was a power curve trendline, which illustrates that the resistance 

decay is exponential proportional to the increase in number of MN clusters, as illustrated via the data. As 

mentioned in the previous section, due to the high internal resistance of the cold human cadaver, the degree 

of change may not have been immediately noticeable, particularly in the middle number of clusters from 3 

– 6. However, with a variability error, limited datapoints for extrapolation, and possible sources of error 

from external factors, these data points were not removed as outliers. Using the extrapolated power curve, 

the intersection point, relating to the resistance of the full OEM pad, was 26 number of MN pad clusters 

(43.94 cm2 estimated conductive surface area). This indicated a 61% reduction in estimated conductive 

surface area to reach the same level of performance as a single OEM pad. With the equivalent MN area 

comparison at 67 clusters, there was an estimated 4% reduction in resistance. As a reminder, the 

experimental results of Iteration 5 represent the results of a single MN pad and an OEM pad as its 

counterpart, while the comparison is the use of two OEM pads simultaneously. The extrapolated results of 

the full body human cadaver test are illustrated below in Figures 78 and 79.   
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Figure 78 – Pad cluster characterization on full body human cadaver 

 

Figure 79 – Extrapolated cluster performance on full body human cadaver 
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As observed from these results, there are several limitations to discuss. First, other data trendlines 

such as a logarithmic trendline may also appear to fit the 8 MN cluster datapoints, which will result in a 

different approximation for the extrapolated performance of an equivalently sized MN electrode. As the 

actual performance curve is unknown, we can only estimate the behavior of the MN electrode with each 

added cluster based on projected characteristics, including a shifting slope pattern, an improved reduction 

in resistance, and a resistance baseline that cannot be exceeded with any further MN clusters. Knowing 

these characteristics, this provides sufficient evidence to eliminate certain trendlines including, linear due 

to the ever-changing slope and fit with the data, polynomial since there is no point of inflection, and 

exponential as the data does not appear to rapidly decay and accelerate with added clusters [83]. Although 

the actual performance curve may be a combination of different trendlines, the best current approximation 

uses a single trendline pattern. Based on elimination, this pattern is best represented by a power or 

logarithmic non-linear relation, where they exhibit an asymptotic behavior; the notion that the trendline 

approaches but never quite reaches a certain baseline value.  

Second, the precision of the approximation may be uncertain. Although a trendline best suited for 

the data was chosen based on the aforementioned characteristics, this trendline is limited by the initial data 

points used to generate it. With the limitations of the MN pad, 8 consecutive datapoints are used to 

extrapolate the 59 consequent values, which make up the equivalent surface area of a conventional pad. As 

the 8 cluster datapoints represent a small portion of the overall data range, estimations are required for the 

following data points. Specifically, the trendline may not precisely represent the point at which the data 

plateaus, where the microneedles no longer provide additional benefit within a given surface area. The 

power or logarithmic trendlines are both sensitive to outliers, as they can disproportionately influence the 

placement of the trendline, thereby affecting the precision of the data extrapolated.   

Third, the MN clusters may exhibit a reduced marginal return of adding additional surface area 

versus a conventional pad. As the curve is extrapolated from an early subsection of the data range, collected 

experimentally, it is uncertain whether the predicted consequent values would be reflected in reality. 

Although the function of the trendline is representative of the initial 8 data points, there is insufficient data 

to conclude that the function will continue as is, providing additional benefit per increment, with additional 

MN surface area. As such, to address many of these limitations and better exemplify the rate of reduction 

in resistance, additional testing was performed using human cadaver skin on a conductive surface. By 

removing the inherent transthoracic impedance and isolating for the skin resistance alone, the effects of the 

MN pad is better observed. The extrapolated results of this test are shown below in Figures 80 and 81.   
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Figure 80 – Pad cluster characterization on human chest skin 

 

Figure 81 – Pad cluster characterization on human chest skin 
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 Unlike previous tests where the difficulty in experimentation was always to extrapolate the 

performance of the MN pad to obtain a homogenous comparison with a conventional pad, this experiment 

utilized a controlled comparison approach. This approach referred to comparing both pads under identical, 

reduced equivalent surface area conditions (2,4,6,8 cluster equivalents), and increasing them in the same 

manner for the next dataset comparison. This ensured that any observed differences were directly attributed 

to the variable, the degree of resistance, being tested. In a like-for-like comparison, this also ensured that 

any observed differences were not due to disparities caused by the superimposed trendline and extrapolated 

function, as both datasets would be privy to the same inferred performance conditions to create the full 

scope of the data range. For the OEM pad, there was an added benefit of being able to measure the resistance 

of the full pad, otherwise known as the 67th equivalent cluster. Likewise, the OEM system baseline value 

was measured using two OEM pads on the conductive plate itself.        

 This extrapolated experimental approach addresses the aforementioned limitations of an unknown 

performance curve for the full data range, uncertain precision, and a possibility for reduced marginal return 

with a MN pad versus a conventional, with varying degrees of justification. With the observed direct cluster 

comparisons, both pads illustrate similar trendline characteristics, specifically using a power trendline that 

best fits both datasets. The measured data showcases that between intervals, the rate of change is consistent 

and that they do not behave in an unpredictable manner, with increased marginal return with each added 

increment. Using an averaged dataset consisting of at least four separate repetitions per increment, there 

were no observed outliers that indicate the trendlines differ from the MN pad to OEM or vice-versa, nor 

any indication that the trendlines exhibit a sudden change in relative marginal return, if either trendline 

intersects the other at any point within the recorded data range. Thus, within our resource constraints, it is 

reasonable to assume that the extrapolation of this data would suggest that the two trendlines continue to 

behave in a similar manner, across the full range of the data. This provides a certain degree of confidence 

that for a like-for-like basis, it is reasonable to expect that the consequent 59 consecutive cluster datapoints 

perform according to this extrapolation, justifying the precision of the approximation. Likewise, by 

observing the trendlines defined by the full range of the data, the margin of return follows a similarly 

defined pattern. As there was no indication of a diminished relative return between the two pads in our 

observations, it is viable to assume that the pattern of separation is consistent throughout. Specifically at 

the projected end of the data range, despite the plateaued behavior of both pads, the relative marginal returns 

remain justified.  
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Therefore, the extrapolated results of the experiment illustrate that an equivalently sized, 67 

microneedle clustered electrode exhibits an improved reduction in human transthoracic skin resistance 

versus a conventional AED electrode. Specifically, an equivalently sized MN electrode will further decrease 

resistance by an average of 20% versus an OEM alternative. Additionally, results indicated a 46% reduction 

in estimated MN electrode surface area (36 clusters) to achieve identical performance as a full-size OEM 

electrode (67 cluster equivalent). As mentioned prior, the experimentation and results specifically address 

the scenario when a single OEM pad is replaced with an equivalently sized MN pad. These results 

demonstrate the relative improvement an MN electrode would provide versus a conventional AED wet 

electrode, using an equivalent area-to-area comparison. However, due to resource constraints, the effects 

of two MN electrodes versus a pair of OEM electrodes were not evaluated as part of the scope of this set of 

experiments. With additional resources, further experimentation can be performed to confirm the accuracy 

of these extrapolated results as well as the additive benefit provided by a second MN electrode.  

4.3. Sources of Error in Experimental Methods 

Within the experimental methods to sample the observed data, there are several sources of error that may 

have arisen. First, the selection of the transthoracic skin samples and human chest cadavers may not fully 

represent a diverse living population. Specifically, the epidermal thickness of both samples may not 

conform to an average living human specimen, where the device would be deployed. Although the total 

skin thickness of the harvested transthoracic skin sample was measured to be an average thickness 

according to literature, this does not necessarily mean the composition of the layers reflect that. 

Additionally, both cadaver skin samples may not provide the appropriate level of distinction between male 

and female genders. Although testing was performed on both cadaver mediums, demonstrating similar 

trends in margin of return per cluster increment, the cadavers themselves may not appropriately represent 

the gender differences, such as amount of lipids as well as the skin thickness differences between the two 

cohorts. As untreated cadavers begin to decay almost immediately post-mortem, the cadaver skin mediums 

may not fully represent the electrical characteristics from an equivalent living human being. Although 

refrigeration of both samples was used to delay the decomposition process, these samples were 

subsequently left at room temperature for an extended duration during the experimental process.    

Second, measurement error and measurement bias are factors to consider. As the main test 

methodology utilized a set of derived readings from an oscilloscope, this presents a possible degree of 

human error. Specifically, as this required manual intervention to record the point at which the decaying 
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waveform reached the desired time interval, inaccuracies and imprecise measurements of this component 

could lead to erroneous results. Additionally, as the experimenters are aware of which electrode is being 

used, this could influence their behavior during data collection such as an applied variability in pressure or 

hand placement, impacting skin contact which could lead to bias. To minimize these biases, test variations 

were repeated multiple times in a nonsequential manner, obtaining an averaged set of results.    

Third, the standardized test procedure may not have accounted for unforeseen external factors. 

Similar to the development of the MN electrode iterations, the test procedure was iteratively revised to 

account for any prior unforeseen test factors. Despite the general test methodology having been based on 

literature, as the process was adapted to fit an array of test mediums, various external factors had to be 

considered. Specifically, these factors included the consideration of temperature, test medium moisture, 

skin condition, and preservation methods. However, upon reflection of the experimental methodology, 

other factors including the post-mortem interval, skin integrity, and anatomical cadaver variability, may 

present a degree of inconsistency in the data.  

Lastly, the MN prototype design of iteration 5 may have contributed to the degree of variability in 

the results. As reported by Tezuka et al., the density, length, shape, and size of a microneedle array can 

result in varying degrees of needle displacement on the surface of the skin [63]. As the needles are 

positioned on the skin, there may be a portion of needles that do not penetrate into the skin, rather causing 

skin indentation instead. Especially in these experiments, the degree of penetration from MN cluster to 

cluster may vary, additional to the differences in skin conformity with each cluster position. As briefly 

mentioned earlier in the construction of the MN electrode, due to design limitations, the connecting wire 

that runs atop the base of the MN clusters would also influence the degree of penetration per needle array. 

To address the conductive aspects of the MN electrode, surface cracking caused by repeated 

experimentation on the microneedle prototype, may also influence the number of microneedles connected 

per cluster. As this was a known issue during experimentation, conductive copper tape was used to ensure 

the fragments remained connected to their associated wire harness, minimizing the variability between 

microneedle arrays to the fullest extent of our capabilities.                

4.4. Comparison with Literature 

Apart from some of the qualitative and design aspects which were briefly discussed in the previous sections, 

including sources of error and safety, the quantitative comparisons and associated novel contributions will 

be discussed in this section. The observed and extrapolated MN results, relative to their ability to reduce 
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skin resistance, presents a good contrast with literature. In Tang et al., who performed a comparison between 

the conventional versus MN electrodes in a biofeedback application, the study concluded that a pair of MN 

electrodes further reduced resistance by approximately 88% in the low frequency range and 27% in the 

higher frequency range [64]. In comparison, the results of our extrapolated experimentation yielded a 20% 

improvement via a single MN electrode versus an OEM AED pad.  

The differences between these results can be explained by examining the test methodology, MN 

design, and pad applications within their respective fields. The design of their polyimide MN array utilized 

500 – 600 μm needles and a tip diameter of 20 μm, whereas our study used silicon based 700 μm needles 

and a tip diameter of 3μm. As their conductive coating, copper was selected as opposed to gold, the more 

electrically conductive material. Comparing test methodologies, Tang et al. utilized a parallel RC circuit 

model with a varying AC sampling frequency as their input, while this study utilized a consistent DC 

voltage input through a similar parallel RC circuit model. As discussed previously for typical AED 

applications, a DC power source is provided using a low-frequency biphasic current. Thus, despite the 

differences in experimental methodology, it is important to acknowledge the results particularly in the low 

frequency range.  

For their test medium, they utilized a living human arm from voluntary participants which differs 

from the transthoracic cadaver mediums used in our study. As skin thickness and layer composition vary 

from human to human, especially in different body locations, this aspect is important to consider when 

evaluating the improved effectiveness of MN electrodes relative to the degree of puncture. In regard to their 

results, the study performed a comparison using a pair of MN electrodes versus an equivalently sized pair 

of conventional electrodes, unlike the single pad comparison for our study. Experimentation to evaluate the 

effects of a single MN electrode pad versus OEM pad comparison was not performed.  

It is also important to note that the size of a conventional biofeedback wet electrode is much smaller 

than that of an AED electrode, with differing design architecture. As conventional AED electrodes are built 

to transfer a high degree of electrical energy during defibrillation, the chosen pad materials would need to 

be robust to prevent degradation. Additionally, these electrodes are designed to maximize conductivity and 

minimize adverse reactions caused through defibrillation. On the other hand, the transfer of electrical 

energy is quite low in biofeedback-based electrode applications. As such, the design of these electrodes 

may prioritize other factors including long-term function, quality of life, and the use of less-expensive 

materials which may be sufficient in these applications.  
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Due to these differences, it is only viable to acknowledge the trend, where an equivalent MN 

electrode demonstrates significant improvements versus a conventional electrode. It is also important to 

recognize the viability of different MN materials and their construction, specifically the need to investigate 

their impact towards improving the electrode-skin barrier, in their specific application. On the other hand, 

the study performed by Rice University offers a better applicational comparison, as their study focuses on 

the evaluation of a needle-based attachment for AED electrodes. In this study, they concluded a 70% 

reduction for a post-mortem ovine model and a 5% improvement for pork tissue, using the combined 

needle-AED pad combination [65], [66].   

Likewise, differences between these two studies will be briefly discussed. Rather than the 

development of a microneedle electrode to replace conventional pads, Rice opted to design a needle-based 

attachment instead. Due to this nature, testing was only performed with either a combined pad or an OEM 

pad itself. Similar to Tang et al., the comparison utilized two different pairs of electrode variations, one 

with the needle attachment and the other as normal. Likewise, they utilized an AC based parallel RC circuit 

model versus the steady DC model used in our study. For their test mediums, data was only collected on 

animal skin samples, specifically an ovine carcass and a piece of pork tissue. It is unclear what the specifics 

of their test methodology were, pertaining to test setup and details concerning the test mediums. Regarding 

the results, a unique observation was made which is similar in nature to the results of our study. As discussed 

in the iterative design process, pork skin is widely used as a test substitute for human skin. However, as 

observed through the results of various tests, due to the substantial lipid layer and thickness composition of 

the pork belly skin, the interelectrode conductivity within the test medium was greatly hindered. Similar to 

iteration 4, where experiments were performed using a combined needle pad variant, results illustrated a 

10% improvement in pork but increased to 22% with the human thigh specimen. Similarly, the inter-

electrode resistance results from their study indicated a minor 5% improvement in the pork sample 

compared to a significant 70% improvement in the ovine model, suggesting that the latter served as a more 

consistent skin substitute for human skin. 

Due to these differences, particularly in test mediums as well as design methodology, only 

secondary comparisons can be made. Similar to Tang et al., Rice demonstrated a consistent trend, where 

the benefits of a needle-based device were observed. The design of their needle prototype was relative to 

the full size of an AED pad and experimentation on animal test mediums demonstrated significant results. 

As a contribution to literature, the experiments performed in our study further demonstrate this trend and 

illustrate significant results, using an extrapolated MN electrode comparison on transthoracic human skin. 
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Additionally, the specifications of a microneedle electrode, particularly length of needles, are consistent 

with those used in other microneedle electrode applications. By directly evaluating one of the primary 

aspects of electrode performance on a relatable test medium, this provides valuable data for future studies 

to build upon and optimize.  

4.5. Biocompatibility and Safety Considerations 

A preliminary biocompatibility and safety assessment of the microneedle electrode prototype was 

performed, to ensure the prototype design and material selection adhered to basic regulatory standards. 

Specifically, this assessment would determine whether the composition of the electrode causes any 

unwanted effects such as adverse reactions or tissue damage, upon application to a normal human skin 

sample short-term.  

First, the biocompatibility of the prototype electrode will be addressed. Biocompatibility typically 

refers to the ability of a material not to trigger adverse reactions including inflammation, immune responses, 

or toxicity when introduced with biological systems. Specifically for electrode applications, this would refer 

to any form of skin irritation, sensitization, allergic reactions, inflammation, or corrosion. As presented in 

the design of the pad, the primary materials in contact with the electrode-skin interface are a gold-titanium 

film coated onto a silicon substrate. Although the use of this electrode would not be for long-term 

applications, it is still important to consider the immediate effects resulting from skin contact and puncture 

[84].  

Titanium is widely used in the manufacturing of medical implants and is regarded as the most 

biocompatible metal due to its stable and inert nature when exposed to an oxidizing media [85]. 

Additionally, it has excellent corrosion resistance and mechanical properties, which are important to sustain 

the reliability of implants. Likewise, gold is also considered a biocompatible material often used in dental 

applications, pacemakers, and stents, as a coating which is inert and does not react biologically in the human 

body [86]. However, it is important to note that the biocompatibility of gold particles can vary depending 

on the purity of the material, as gold alloys may contain other metals which may not be biocompatible. In 

our application, the purity of gold was close to 100% and was mixed in equal concentrations with titanium, 

both of which are biocompatible materials. While both materials have been widely used in medical implants 

and applications without adverse reactions, it is still possible, although rare for individuals to have allergic 

reactions or sensitivity to these metals. According to a study on the rarity of metal allergies, metal 

hypersensitivity is seen in 10 – 15% of the general population, more often in women than in men [87]. 
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Specifically, this thesis addressed the long-term use of biocompatible surgical clips commonly made from 

nickel or titanium. For future experimentation, other biocompatible conductive materials may be explored. 

 Second, the potential electrical safety concerns with the MN electrode will be discussed. A 

traditional AED electrode is designed to handle a high degree of electrical energy in short intervals, thus 

generally safe. As testing was not directly performed to evaluate electrical safety of the MN electrode 

prototype, by applying high degrees of current through the microneedle clusters, we can only justify this 

aspect with what was performed experimentally and through literature. Throughout the experimentation 

process, low levels of electrical energy were applied to the pad, with no observable physical degradation. 

As the inherent system resistance of the pad was measured to be quite low in the ohmic scale, the resistance 

in opposition of the applied current would also be relatively low. As the purpose of the electrode is to 

function as a conduit rather than a barrier for electrical energy transfer, this characteristic is desired. 

Furthermore, as gold is a good conductor of electricity, with a low inherent electrical resistance, it further 

promotes this characteristic. Hence, the second aspect in terms of safety for the patient is to address the 

consequent effects of applying a high degree electrical energy to the skin. With conventional AED 

electrodes, due to the use of low-frequency high currents in a very short amount of time, this presents 

undesirable effects which includes pain, redness, and burns. As discussed, the design of MN electrodes 

mitigates this effect as the majority, if not most of the electrical energy is sent through the largest electrical 

barrier of the skin, the epidermis. By bypassing the skin, the current will flow through the path of least 

resistance, rather than through the surface level contact between the electrode-skin interface. As discussed 

in literature for feedback applications, this permits the use of a lower required input energy to achieve the 

same level of performance.  

Lastly, the general safety concerns of the use of MN electrodes will be discussed. As per literature, 

the design of the microneedle prototype electrode with respect to length and size conforms to what has been 

proven prior. The application process is designed to be painless, as the depth of the needles do not come in 

contact with the pain receptors or nerves in the dermal layer, piercing only the top stratum corneum layer 

in the epidermis. As the penetrated microneedles do not touch the sensory layer of the skin, the MN 

electrode evades any form of pain sensation by the user. Due to the penetration of the skin, a greater risk of 

infection may initially appear to be a concern. An MN AED electrode would be intended for single-use and 

thus, properly sterilized beforehand, minimizing this risk. Additionally, because the microneedles do not 

contact the blood vessels in the dermis, the risk of infection would stem from a form of diffusion similar to 

standard skin contact, rather than offering pathogens direct internal access through the bloodstream. 
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However, it is important to recognize that the penetrated epidermis may present a diminished barrier against 

pathogens, requiring less diffusion at the points of contact. Contrary to the use of conventional wet 

electrodes, sufficient surface preparation including hair removal, would not be necessary. Similarly, 

conventional skin preparation techniques present their own increased risk of infection if not performed 

properly. Nevertheless, the single-use nature of the device with proper sterilization of the surface and pad 

will minimize the risk of infection. Further experimentation is necessary to confirm the electrical safety of 

the electrode as well as any undesirable effects such as pain.    

4.6. Impact of AED Microneedle Pads 

With the iterative design and experimental results of the AED microneedle pads, there are various degrees 

of impact which pertains to the motivations of this study, the need to enhance the portability of AEDs while 

further optimizing the efficiency and delivery of shock energy.  

 First, the microneedle electrodes demonstrate the ability to improve the efficacy of AEDs. Through 

experimentation and extrapolated outcomes, a single equivalent microneedle electrode was able to improve 

the electrode-body interface by at least 20% versus a conventional AED electrode. As discussed in Chapter 

2, literature has suggested that by using a pair of MN electrodes, the resulting outcomes will be further 

improved, with future testing required to evaluate this impact. As microneedles have been shown to create 

a more optimal and reliable contact with the body, this enhances the two main capabilities of an AED 

electrode. Not only will the shock energy be more effectively delivered through the body with an improved 

electrical conductivity, but in addition, as shown in literature, the detection of ECG waveforms will also be 

more stable, by attenuating the signal and reducing the impact of surface noise. Furthermore, by reducing 

the skin-electrode barrier, more current will be able to reach the heart muscles via the same level of 

electrical energy, in less amount of defibrillation cycles required for patient resuscitation. Alternatively, 

less energy from an AED will be required for the same defibrillation current to reach the heart muscles.  

Second, enhancing the overall energy efficiency of AEDs can reduce their weight and increase their 

portability. Although there are many traditional public settings such as malls or schools which do not 

necessarily require an increased device portability, there remains a strong market in remote or public rural 

areas where an increased level of portability would be extremely beneficial. Based on our extrapolated 

results, one perspective is that the size of a single conventional AED pad can potentially be reduced by at 

least 46% (refer to section 4.2) through the use of MN electrodes, while still achieving comparable 

performance with the same shock energy. As the microneedle electrodes would be designed to be 
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compatible with existing AED architecture, allowing for seamless integration, the immediate packaging of 

the device could be reduced.  

On the other hand, with the improved delivery of shock energy, there would be less of a requirement 

to provide as much initial shock energy as well, as less energy is dissipated by the electrode-skin barrier. 

By focusing on this aspect, the electrical framework, encompassing high-voltage components such as the 

capacitor, transformer, and battery, as well as associated control components including the charging circuit 

and relays can be scaled down in specifications and consequently in size. By adjusting the scale of the 

electrical framework as needed, it could potentially reduce the overall cost of an AED, making it more 

economical for production and purchase. As previously discussed, a singular AED pad of equivalent size, 

resembling the iterative prototype design, would decrease human transthoracic skin resistance by an 

average of 20% compared to the conventional pad. While additional testing is necessary to confirm this 

aspect, it can be inferred that employing a pair of MN electrodes could yield an incremental advantage, 

resulting in a projected further reduction in resistance ranging from 30 to 40%. This estimate is fairly 

conservative and rational since the pair of microneedle pads would be applied to the same individual, 

ensuring comparable electrode-skin contact surfaces for both. As such, given that both pads contribute to 

improving the electrode-skin interface, the overall skin resistance can be further diminished. In contrast to 

prior experiments where the current had to pass entirely through one side of the skin, using a surface-

mounted OEM pad as the second probe, employing two MN pads would allow for direct current flow 

between electrodes, creating a bypass and an improved path of lesser resistance. This behavior is depicted 

in the subsequent simplified DC circuit model representation of the electrical load, as shown in Figure 82.  

As per our discussion in section 4.1 and consistent with the equivalent circuit models presented in 

literature, the impedance of the capacitive elements in the skin was considered negligible at low frequencies 

and thus excluded for interpretation purposes. A simplified electrical load of an AED is comprised of the 

resistance in the skin (Rskin), interior transthoracic body resistance (Rt), and resistance in the heart (Rh). As 

the current from an AED needs to traverse the skin twice, entering through one pad and exiting through the 

other, the circuit model includes two skin resistance (Rskin) elements. The resistance of the heart is 

comprised of the heart muscles and tissues, necessitating an adequate amount of defibrillation current for 

successful resuscitation. The remaining transthoracic resistance, excluding the skin and heart, is represented 

by the resistance Rt. As outlined in Chapter 2, the cumulative skin resistance constitutes a significant portion 

of transthoracic impedance, although there is no precise overall estimate available. Since the MN electrodes 

directly reduce the resistance of the two skin components, the major resistive component in the load, it can 
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be inferred that they also meaningfully decrease the overall transthoracic impedance of the body. Based on 

our previous estimate range, it can then be argued that there may be a reduction in the overall electrical load 

of approximately 35%. In order to contextualize this estimate within the internal framework of the AED 

electrical architecture, a simplified circuit model featuring a scaled back electrical load is presented below  

in Figure 83.    

 

Figure 82 – Simplified DC circuit model of the AED electrical load  

 

Figure 83 – Simplified overview of the circuit model for an AED system 
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 The highlighted green area represents the electrical load, encompassing all elements depicted in the 

previously presented simplified model of the AED electrical load, focusing on the electrode-body interface. 

For the internal AED electrical architecture, which is highlighted in red, the resistive elements comprised 

of high-voltage components and circuit control devices are represented by Ro. With the load reduced by 

approximately 35%, we anticipate a proportional decrease in the energy supplied by the power source in 

the AED, as indicated by the series circuit model depicted above. Therefore, significant electrical 

components responsible for supplying this energy and constituting the majority of an AEDs weight, notably 

the battery, capacitor, and transformer, can be scaled down proportionally to achieve a maximum 

performance decrease of 35% compared to previous levels. Given the diminished requirement for supplying 

a high level of energy, the device's energy production capabilities can be downscaled accordingly. Since 

the composition of commercial AEDs is not openly disclosed and varies significantly between 

manufacturers, estimating the proportional weight decrease of these components can be challenging. 

Nevertheless, it can be inferred that by downsizing the major electrical components in both specifications 

and dimensions, the casing, which also contributes significantly to an AEDs weight, can likewise be 

substantially reduced. If we generously assume that a 35% decrease in performance corresponds to a similar 

decrease in the weight of a component and considering the average weight of an AED is 4.75 pounds as 

discussed in Chapter 2 [1], this will result in a reduced weight to approximately 3.1 pounds as an illustrative 

model. To provide some context in terms of common household items, this reduction in weight would be 

akin to carrying one less medium sized pineapple on person, which typically weighs around 2 pounds. 

However, additional research will be necessary to validate these speculations. By integrating these aspects 

into a potential new AED model, specifically for deployment in the AED use market where portability is 

key, the overall packaging and price for a traditional AED could be significantly reduced.         

Finally, enhancing the portability of AEDs can lead to improved patient outcomes. Through the 

preliminary biocompatibility and safety evaluations, the usability and comfort of the microneedle electrodes 

have been shown to be comparable to a conventional electrode. As the needles are deep enough to puncture 

the epidermis, and significantly reduce the skin impedance, while not deep enough to cause any pain or 

bleeding, the comfort of the patient is not compromised. Additionally, despite the minimally invasive nature 

of microneedle electrodes, the likelihood of skin irritation or allergy is comparable to the conventional. As 

the microneedles do not come in contact with the bloodstream within the dermis, pathogens do not gain 

direct access to the body beyond typical skin diffusion. However, it was acknowledged that there might be 

a diminished barrier at the points of contact. With a microneedle electrode, ensuring a good electrode-skin 
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connection is not as reliant on skin preparation compared to a conventional AED electrode, where it is 

essential. With the use of lower shock energy and less dissipated energy on the skin surface, the risk of 

burns and redness will also be minimized. Additionally, there will be an increased level of safety due to the 

reduction in shock energy for both the patient and responder. The usability of the microneedle electrodes 

will remain consistent with the conventional designs, using a flexible substrate material, and featuring a 

robust adhesive component to ensure stable adherence of the pad to the skin during device operation. By 

increasing the portability of an AED, we can further increase accessibility, enable a more diverse audience 

to gain access to a defibrillator, and ultimately improve the rate of survival for individuals who suffer from 

SCA. 

4.7. Summary 

This chapter covered an array of topics crucial to the integration of microneedle-based electrodes for AED 

applications. First, the rationale behind the experimental methodology and iterative design process for the 

five developed microneedle prototypes was examined. Using the experimental results, we were able to draw 

meaningful conclusions through an extrapolated method of comparison. This method was necessary to 

create a direct comparison between the small-scale nature of the prototype MN pad and a conventional 

electrode, approximately eight times the scale in terms of conductive surface area. Significant results which 

were consistent and properly justified were obtained, with a 20% reduction in resistance through the 

electrode-skin barrier and a 46% reduction in conductive surface area necessary to match the performance 

of a conventional electrode. The design and experimental limitations were briefly discussed. Possible 

sources of error contributed by measurement error, external factors, and the variability of the data was 

provided. A brief biocompatibility and safety evaluation was conducted, evaluating the current design of 

the pad and potential issues which may arise from a microneedle electrode. The quantitative metrics of this 

study were compared with literature either directly or in a secondary manner by evaluating trends, 

differences, and limitations. The potential contributions to literature were also discussed, particularly the 

application of an MN based AED electrode evaluated on a human transthoracic medium. Finally, we 

completed the cycle by examining the overarching influence of microneedle-based electrodes with regard 

to the project’s motivation. With an improvement in energy delivery efficiency, there is an increase in the 

intended portability aspect of an AED, resulting in enhanced patient outcomes.  
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Chapter 5 

5. Conclusion 

5.1. Summary 

The objectives of this study involved assessing the viability of MN electrodes through the creation of a 

functional proof of concept compatible with existing AED architecture, examining the potential functional 

advantages or drawbacks offered by this prototype, and quantitatively determining its impact. After 

examining diverse literature pertaining to the current architecture of AEDs and advancements in MN 

electrodes in other applications, constraints were identified and taken into consideration into the 

development of a functional prototype. Subsequently, an experimental methodology was formulated to 

assess it effectively. Using this methodology and within the parameters of this research, it was theorized 

that an effective microneedle pad design would necessitate a strong electrical connection extending from 

the wire harness to the tip of each needle. Experiments conducted on human or animal skin substitutes were 

expected to reveal a notable decrease in resistance compared to conventional methods. 

 After five main MN electrode design iterations comprising of animal testing on chicken, pork, and 

duck as well as human cadaver testing, acquiring skin samples from the thigh and chest, significant findings 

were established. The electrode design consisted of 8 separate microneedle arrays assembled on top of a 

flexible base, roughly one-eighth the size of a conventional pad. Due to resource limitations, an equivalently 

sized electrode could not be manufactured, with only one electrode having been made. To resolve this, an 

extrapolated experimental approach addressed these issues by generating a predicted performance curve 

based on observed incremental equivalent area comparisons via the MN and conventional pads. Since the 

observed data displayed comparable trendline characteristics, showing increasing marginal returns per 

increment without any sudden changes in relative marginal returns between the two pad types, it was 

justifiable to assume that the subsequent predicted data points would behave as anticipated. As such, the 

extrapolated results illustrated that, in a one-to-one comparison between pads, an MN electrode offers an 

average reduction in resistance by at least 20% through the electrode-skin barrier and a 46% decrease in 

conductive area required to achieve the performance level of a conventional pad. While a functional 

evaluation was not conducted to confirm the integration of the MN electrode with an AED interface, 

particularly for receiving ECG waveforms and executing defibrillation, literature indicated positive 

outcomes in these areas. However, future testing would be necessary to validate these functionalities. An 

initial assessment of biocompatibility and safety determined that microneedle electrodes, specifically the 
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current iteration of MN electrodes are generally safe, with included features that enhance safety compared 

to conventional methods. 

 As we complete the cycle by revisiting the project’s motivation, the design and development of 

microneedle electrodes for AED applications have a profound impact on the field. By harnessing the 

potential of MN electrodes, AED efficacy can be significantly enhanced by diminishing energy dissipation 

on the skin, thereby augmenting inter-electrode conductivity, and reducing the requisite shock energy for 

patient resuscitation. Based on a 20% reduction achieved by a single MN electrode pad and a series of 

reasonable assumptions, it was hypothesized that the electrical components responsible for supplying the 

shock energy could be scaled down proportionally, potentially resulting in a maximum performance 

decrease of 35%. As the demand for supplying high levels of shock energy decreases, the AEDs capabilities 

to deliver such defibrillation energy could be appropriately downscaled. As a result, the AED architecture 

can be redesigned since there is no longer a necessity to administer such high levels of shock energy. 

Through the utilization of smaller specification electrical components for high-voltage control, there is an 

overall reduction in AED size, enhancing portability. Additionally, a decrease in the electrical framework 

may lead to greater affordability in both the production and acquisition of an AED. Ultimately, AEDs will 

become more readily available to a broader audience, thereby enhancing patient outcomes, and improving 

the survival rate for sudden cardiac arrest.   

5.2. Future Work 

Although the proposed objectives were met, the current study presented several limitations which 

encourage future design improvements and additional experimental studies to be performed.   

1. MN electrodes with varying needle height, density, conductive material, and other fabrication 

methods should be explored. The goal would be to pinpoint a set of characteristics that will enhance 

the pad’s performance while also considering design considerations for manufacturing.   

2. The subsequent version of the microneedle electrode should employ an improved technique for 

connecting the needle clusters and the wire harness, preferably on the non-contact side of each 

cluster. This will minimize any possible disturbance preventing full puncture into the test medium.  

3. A secondary microneedle electrode of the same version should be produced to enable experimental 

comparison between two sets of MN pads versus a pair of conventional pads. Furthermore, future 

MN electrodes should closely match the size of an OEM pad to enable a more direct comparison 

without requiring extrapolated analysis.   
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4. Conducting a functional ECG measurement using the MN pads will be essential, as it serves as a 

critical AED device metric for identifying whether a patient has a shockable heart rhythm. The MN 

pads should exhibit performance metrics equivalent to those of a conventional AED electrode, with 

indications of an enhanced signal-to-noise ratio. 

5. An assessment of external energy using a manual defibrillator should be conducted to compare heat 

generation between an MN electrode and a conventional pad. This quantitative analysis measures 

the risk of electrical burns during defibrillation. The pads should exhibit lower resulting surface 

temperatures compared to their counterparts when delivering the same level of shock energy. 

6. Experimental testing should encompass a range of human test subjects (cadaver and living if 

possible) to gather data on the influence of gender, skin composition, and efficacy across different 

age groups, including adults and youth.  

7. User studies should be conducted to gather feedback on the comfort and usability of MN electrodes, 

iteratively refining the electrode design to enhance usability. 

8. Additional research is warranted to establish the correlation between the reduction in resistance at 

the electrode-skin interface and the consequent decrease in the required performance capabilities 

of an AED, along with its direct impact on the intended portability aspect as a result of a heightened 

device efficiency.     
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